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—News In Brief
Shuttle has minor problems
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Rising on twin columns
of fire that rivaled the sunrise, Challenger began an eight-day
Earth observation flight Friday with the largest space crew
ever. The spectacular liftoff finally got America's space shuttle program on a launch-a-month schedule.
The astronauts ran into a snag, however, when they got
ready to release a 5,000 pound satellite, lifted out of the
Challenger cargo bay with the shuttle's robot arm.
The satellite's folded solar panels, which produce electricity
to run its instruments, were locked by frozen latches. The solution was to turn the latches toward the sun for a few minutes.
By the time they thawed, the opportunity to release the
satellite was gone and deployment was scheduled one orbit
later.
The satellite will help scientists better understand and
predict climate and weather. It will measure how much
energy Earth receives from the sun and how much it radiates
back into space, an energy exchange that must balance
precisely or the world would gradually grow hotter or colder.
The liftoff, just before sunup at 7:03 a.m. EDT, was the 13th
for a shuttle and it may have been the most beautiful of all.
The ship, spewing fire from its two rocket boosteri, cut
through a low tloud layer into a just-brightening sky with the
rising sun illuminating its smoke trail.
Challenger could be seen 160 miles south in Miami and 150
miles north in Jacksonville as it headed into the sky on a northeast path up the East Coast of the United States.
It had been 30 days since the shuttle Discovery returned to
Earth from its maiden trip; in only 33 more, Discovery will fly
again.
The others aboard are David Leestma, who will take a space
walk later in the flight with Ms. Sullivan, and Jon McBride, the
pilot.

De Lorean's wife files for divorce
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Cristina Ferarre De Lorean,
who stood by her automaker
husband, John Z. De Lorean,
thrbugh a five-month cocaine
conspiracy trial, filed for
divorce Friday, less than two
months after his acquittal.
"It's regrettable," said'De
Lorean's attorney, Howard
Weitzman. "He's sorry it had
to happen. He believes, like
all of us do, that it is all a
result of what the government has put the two of them
through.
"He knows the pressures
she's been going through,"
Weitzman said. "Obviously,
he regrets it."
De Lorean, 59, is living at
the West Los Angeles home of
his wife's mother, Weitzman
said. Mrs, De Lorean, 34, is

John De Lorean
living at a separate residence
nearby.

FBI agent under tight security

Day care operator faces charges
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) — An Owensboro day care center
operator has been charged with abusing a 2-year-old child by
allegedly forcing the girl to eat too much, police said.
Vada Page, 39, who owns and operates Tiny Tots Child Care
In her home, was charged Thursday with one count of firstdegree criminal abuse, a felony, police said.
According to the arrest warrant, Ms. Page allegedly forced
the child to eat so much that she vomited. The warrant also
said the owner forced the child to eat the vomit. Police said the
charge stemmed from an incident that occured between June
and September.
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Congress
struggles
past its
deadline
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Legislators failed to meet their
goal of adjourning for the year
Friday as they struggled to
clear the last two obstacles to
ending the 98th Congress — major bills to keep most of the
government in business and
allow the Treasury to borrow
another $250 billion.
House and Sanate negotiators
adjourned until Tuesday; morning after conference committee
members found themselves in a
stalemate over aid to
U.S.-backed rebels in Nicaragua
and other items in the Pentagon
budget.
"It appears we cannot come to
an agreement at this point in
time," said Rep. Joseph Addabo, D-N.Y., chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee's defense subcommittee.
Sen. Mark Hatfield, R-Ore.,
chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, prodded the negotiators to finish work,
saying Congress might still be
arguing over the emergency
money bill until late October.
While debate continued on the
omnibus spending bill, Congress
moved to pass a stopgap bill that
would temporarily provide
money to government agencies
through midnight Tuesday. That
would avert disruptions of
government operations such as
those that occurred Thursday
when some 500,000 workers were
sent home at midday.
The House, by voice vote,
passed the stopgap bill and sent
it to the Senate.

LOS ANGELES(AP) — A former FBI agent accused of conspiring to sell secrets to the Soviet Union for $85,000 in gold and
cash was brought to Terminal Island prison before dawn Friday and placed in special protective custody to "make sure
nothing happens to him," a prosecutor said.
Richard W. Miller, the first FBI agent in history to be arrested Oft sap-lb—
nage charges, was placed in the same
maximum-security cell block with his two Russian codefendants after being driven here from San Diego before 5:30
a.m., said Assistant U.S. Attorney Richard Kendall
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Meanwhile, the Senate was
stuck on legislation to increase
the government's borrowing
authority — the national debt —
to $1.823 trillion from its present
level of $1.573 trillion.
But as soon as debate started,
the Senate became tangled in a
series of unrelated amendments, beginning with a call for
a verifiable freeze on U.S. and
Soviet nuclear weapons. The
freeze amendment was defeated
55-42.
Federal employees were back..
at work under the stopgap funding measure that expired Friday night, but new problems
loomed for next week unless
House and Senate negotiators
agreed on a spending bill that
President Reagan will sign or
another stopgap bill was in
place.

Raft pleb by OMANI Moe..

FRIENDS HONORED — Irma La Follette, left, and Sue Parsons were among those in attendance at a
dinner for library volunteers Thursday given by Friends of the Library,the Library Board and the staff
of Calloway County Public Library.

Anderson offers debate tips
LOUISVITJ.F, Ky. (AP) —
Walter F. Mondale should "play
the role of the schoolmaster" in
Sunday night's nationally
televised debate against President Reagan, former presidential candidate John Anderson
suggests.
Anderson, 62, debated Reagan
in 1980, and received nearly 6
million votes as a third-party

candidate in that presidential
election. The former Illinois
Congressman ran as an independent after losing the GOP
primary to Reagan.
This year Anderson has endorsed Mondale and he appeared on behalf of the
Democratic presidential
nominee Friday at the University of Louisville.

The 9 p.m. EDT debate will be
a good opportunity for Mondale
to demonstrate his knowledge of
issues, Anderson said.
"Reagan's great vulnerability
has been and will always be that
he has a relatively short attention span on any issuer Anderson said. "He basically has very
(Cont'd on page 2)

suet pboto by Jambe Gordon

VIP IN PROGRESS — Kentucky State Police Trooper Darrell Crawford, Murray,etches a vehicle identification number on the window of an automobile during this week's special program held in the Central Shopping Center parking lot. KS? officers hold the vehicle identification program periodically for
the general public to assist in the prevention of theft and other related incidents. There is no charge for
participating.

Questions about state lottery abound
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API —
The prefiling of a bill addressing lotteries will almost certainly mean that the 1986
General Assembly will once
again take up the question of
allowing a state-run lottery in
Kentucky.
The matter has come up
during at least the last three
sessions of the Legislature,

but a panel of lawmakers
decided on Friday that the
matter needs more study.
Two northern Kentucky
Democratic representatives,
William Donnermeyer of
Bellevue and Terry Mann of
Newport have already filed a
lottery bill. Ironically, lottery
measures in the 1980, 1982 and

...Illinois at $17 million
month in Lotto," Feldstein
CHICAGO (AP) — Lotto
said. 'That jackpot attracted
players will be vying Saturmany new first-time players
day for Illinois' secondand they've decided to keep
largest jackpot in the game's
playing."
history — $17 million.
Feldstein said the jackpot
Joel Feldstein, a
hit $17 million Wednesday.
spokesman for the Illinois
!'When y".i're on a roll,
Lottery, said Friday that the
.you're or a roll," he said.
grand **-174%...yeached double
--- A single winner will recflVe4ta becuu—ste-plityc....r...-490
'
the lucky six numbers ih last
In million paid in an annuity
, of $800,000 a year for 20 years,
week's drawing.
Feldstein said. The number of
"Plus there's a lot of new
winners, if any, will be anplaSiers after Mike Witnounced Monday, he said
tkowski won $40 million last

1984 sessions all died in the
There are lotteries permitHouse.
ted in 17 states and the
Their bill would change the
District of Columbia.
Kentucky Constitution to perThe revenue realized from
mit, "an annual lottery, gift
those lotteries differs greatly.
enterprise or sweepstakes"
In Vermont, the state receivwith the first year's proceeds
ed $3.7 million in 1983. The
going to retire an old bond
same year, Pennsylvania
issue.
took in $562 million.
After that, the money from
A more specific indication
the lottery would go to - of potential revenue can be
education.
found in Maryland and New
Lawmakers at the SubcomJersey, where state agencies
mittee on Constitutional
have determined the net per
Amendments, though,
capita profit from lotteries.
wondered what form a lottery
Maryland made 846 a year
should take and where the
from each of its citizens on
proceeds should go.
the lottery, New Jersey $40
They also wondered who
per year. Officials with both
played lotteries and how
states told Legislative
much money they raise.
•
Research Commission
Several lottery ideas have
employees that their citizens
been thrown around.
are historical gamblers.
One would simply remove
if Kentucky rea147" a.per
constitut4"".......stOci/bn
._...„..."----,441111rr of $.2;.00, 130'
664
and let the General Assembly
state could expect $78.9
determine what kinds of
million annually, according
games would be Inlayed.
to a Legislative.Research
Another would form an anCommission study. Another
nual sweepstakes tied to the,
Kentucky Derby.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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More MSU faculty introduced to public
Five faculty and staff
members in the Department of
Special Education and one in the
Department of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation are
the new faces in the College of
Education at Murray State
University for 1984-85.
They are:
— Dr. Wayne K. Gwaltney
and Dr. Greg Prater, both assistant professors; Tonya R.
Green. instructor; Marilyn

Hornback, visiting lecturer; and
JoArin J. Davis, project coordinator, all in the Department of
Special Education.
— Dr. Gerard G. Lyons, assistant professor in the Department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Gwaltney, who was on the
faculty last year at Pittsburg
(Kan.) State University, is a
reading specialist who teaches
methods for undergraduate

Governor dedicatei Barkley center

With the cutting of a ribbon,
was said to cost $70,000 with
Governor Martha Layne Collins
equipment running an addiAlabama.
officially dedicated a new health
tional $63,000. The costs of conHe was a secondary curspa and lodge rooms at Lake
verting the former employee
riculum specialist at Murray
Barkley State Resort Park
dormitory into lodge rooms was
State in 1983-84. He is from RichFriday. $73,000. The furnishing there admond Dale, Ohio.
Previously the site of a conded an additional $38,000.
Ms. Green is a curriculum
vention center, the facilities
development specialist who was
were renovated to include a
a learning disorders teacher at
sauna, exercise room and
Marshall County High School a
fitness spa.
year ago. Her hometown is
Two professional racketball
Benton.
courts and tanning beds are
She earned the B.S. degree in
slated to open after Jan. 1.
(Cont'd from page 1)
elementary at Indiana Central
The renovation of the center
University arid the M.S. in
little depth or breadth of
education degree at Indiana
knowledge on particular
University.
issues."
Ms. Hornback,from Mayfield,
To take full advantage of the
The regular quarterly opportunity, Mondale "has
was a speech pathologist in the
got
meeting of the Murray-Calloway to play the role
Graves County school system
of the
County Airport Board will be schoolmaster a little bit
last year. She is a clinical superand call
Tuesday, Oct. 9, at the crolden
visor at Murray State, where
him to an accounting for any
Corral Family Steak House at 6 deliberate misstateme
she earned both the B.S. and
nts or
M.S. degrees.
straying from the facts," AnderIn addition to routine son said in an interview.
Ms. Davis, a Paducahan,
business, a report will be made
supervises practicum students
Anderson said he wished he'd
on the current construction pro- responded more aggres
and coordinates the infantsively in
ject and a review of projected the 1980 debate to
toddler program. A special
a Reagan
airport improvements for the claim that Anderson had
education teacher in Augusta,
future.
Ga., in 1983-84, she earned both
misstated Reagan's spending
Airport Board meetings are record as governor
the B.S. and M.A. in education
of
open to the public.
degrees at Western Kentucky
California
University.
Lyons' teaching specializations at Murray State are
therapeutic recreation and
adapted physical education. He
earned the B.S. degree at St.
Joseph's College, the M.S.
degree at Long Island UniversiThe following is a summary of
fluence, operating with suspended license, leav
ty and the Ed.D. degree at
log scene of accident. Improper registration
the cases brought before the
and
failure to maintain insurance. continued
Texas A & M in 1984.
Calloway County District Court
Reggie Ballard, first-degree wanton endanger
•
His hometown is Levittown,
ment. continued
this week. Unless otherwise
DIckle J Seavers. driving under the influence
N.Y.
noted, a court cost of $47.50 was
46 days, $350 fine and $150 service fee,
attempting to elude police officer, 30 days, driving
automatically paid by the party
with
suspended license, 30 days Sentences
will
run
mentioned. (A "fee" refers to a
conc urrently
Clarence Grogan, disorderly conduct, $25
sheriff's fee.) In the event of any
fine
and 30 days suspended
type of suspensions, figures
Timothy J. Winiger. theft by unlawful
taking
listed represent those fines or
under $100, $73 fine
Ray S Moore, theft by deception under
Interior renovation of Wilson sentences after
$100.
the suspended
$40 fine suipended on condition of restitution.
Hall, one of the oldest buildings portion has been
William (Pete) Fox, first-degree criminal
subtracted.
on the campus of Murray State Those parties appea
trespassing. continued.
ring before
Eugene Stanton. fourth-degree assault. $25
University, has begun by Crouch Judge David Bucki
fine and 30 days suspended on conditio
ngham may
n of no
Construction Co. of Mayfield.
contact with witness for one year
have either paid a fine, fee,
Jerry W. Batey. driving under the influence
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp, court cost, made
.
restitution or
license suspended for 30 days. $130 service
fee
vice president for ad- receiv
and $200 fine suspended on condition of
ed a sentence. Some cases
two days
community work, possession of marijuana.
ministrative services, said the may have
$100
been continued, passfine and 30 days suspended on condition of
no
company began work Oct. 1. He ed on to anoth
other
drug offense for one year
er court date or
Jacqulyn Denise Cozart, 163 counts of theft by
said the contract for $1,303,000 dismissed
for a variety of
services under $100, continued
runs through Sept. 7, 1985, with reasons. Minor
Daniel Turkett. theft by deception over $100,
traffic violations
renovation to include upgrading and offenses
continued
involving minors
Keith -13 Edwards. possession of marijuan
the electrical and plumbing are not includ
a
and trafficking in marijuana. 60 days with 30
ed in the following
systems, major interior refurdays suspended, possession of drug parapher
nalia, 130 fine
bishing and improvements to acRhoda Warfield, charge listed previously, failLaurie
cessibility for handicapped continued Mott, charge listed previously
ed to appear
Ronnie W. Olive. charge listed previously con.
Donnie Hargrove. charge listed previous
persons.
ly
tinued to pay
continued
Hogancamp said the contracPaul E. Latham charges listed previousl
David Adams falsely reporting an
y.
incident,
continued to pay.
tor has requested that Wilson continued
Travis Conner, possession of marijuana,
Susan Hart, two counts of theft by
$100
unlawful
Hall be closed to unauthorized taking
fine.
under $100, continued
persons for safety reasons while
James A. Dake, driving under the influence
Marshlynn D Hampton. driving under
,
the in1200 fine suspended on condition of two days
fluence, driving with suspend
ed license,
work progresses. The building continue
community work, MO service fee
d
will house academic programs
Ronald Andrew Herndon, driving under
William B Bean, driving under the
the ininfluence.
fluence, failed to appear.
in journalism, geosciences and driving with suspended license, continued
Barbara Kirksey. first-degree wanton enDavid Lee Booker. theft by unlawful
taking
speech communications and over $100, continued
dangerment. continued
Randy Jackson, terroristic threatening.
Ricky Don Collie, theft by unlawful
theatre.
taking.,
continue
driving with suspended license,
d
continued.
A second major campus conFour person. were charged with having no city
James A Johnson. driving under
the insticker on their vehicles.
struction project, the pedestrian
mall, is 40 percent complete.
Hogancamp said major work on
the long-awaited walkway
should be finished by the close of
the fall semester.
Renovation of the A. Carman
Livestock Pavilion at the university agriculture complex is progressing on schedule. Hogancamp said work began in July by
Cleaver Construction Co. of
Murray and should be completed by late April.
The $356,400 pavilion renovation will provide two
classrooms, a laboratory, minor
surgery room, offices and
storage space for the Department of Agriculture's instructional program in animal health
technology.

diagnosis and remediation.
He earned both the B.S. and
M.A. degrees at Murray State
and the Ed.D. degree at the
University of Georgia. His
hometown is Owensville, Ind.
Prater, who specializes in
learning and behavior
disorders, earned the B.S. at the
University of Southern
Mississippi, the M.A. at Louisiana Tech University and the
Ph.D at the University of
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(Cont'd from page 1)
method of determining possible revenues, based on sales
in urban areas, showed a
possible net revenue of $48.9
million annually.
The LRC study could find
no comparative statistics for
what could be raised by an
annual lottery, since no state
conducts one.
State Sen. Georgia Powers
said that if a constitutional
amendment is offered, it
should not designate exactly
where the proceeds should go.
That decision should be left to
the Legislature, she said.
There traditionally has
been a concern that the people who buy lottery tickets
are those who can least afford
it.
According to a 1979 study in
Michigan, there is some
evidence to that effect. The
study showed that people with
the lowest incomes spent
three times more on lottery
tickets than their income
level would justify.
The committee decided to
study the matter over the
next several months.

..Weekly.TV -listings
in Friday's edition

Your

Save 35%
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Transfers

Kids' Reading Program Is
Fundamentally a Giveaway
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3
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Mort Solis to. Less • Wal Mort Soils tor

normally appear in today's edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times were included in Friday's
edition due to Monday's observance of the Columbus Day
holiday.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
love to read, but unfortunately our
sons, ages 7 and 3, prefer to watch
television. All efforts to interest

them in reading have failed, so they
watch cartoons and sitcoms until
they're bug-eyed.
How can we, and other parents,
pry our children away from the tube
and get them to read?
FRUSTRATED IN L.A.

The booklet is free, but because this is a non-profit organization, please enclose a long,
self-addressed, stamped (37
cents) envelope.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I bring my Philadelphia Daily News to work every
morning so I can read it on my
breaks and during lunch hour.
One of my co-workers always asks
to read it. Then he asks if he can
keep it to take home. He does this
every day. If I hide the newspaper,
he asks where it is.
Wouldn't you think if he wants to
take my newspaper home he would
offer to buy it from me? There are
times when I would like to take it
home myself, but knowing that he
wants to take it home, I hate to hurt
his feelings by refusing.
So what's the solution, Abby? '
STUCK 4N PHILLY)

DEAR FRUSTRATED: You
rattled the right cage. The key
to knowledge is reading.
There's a national organization called RIF(Reading Is Fundamental) whose purpose it is to
encourage young people to discover the joys of reading and
acquire the reading habit at an
early age. It recommends appropriate reading for children
from birth to 8 years old.
RIF is headed by the very able
wife of our vice president, Barbara Bush, who has worked
tirelessly to make it the largest
DEAR STUCK: Break with
and most effective reading mo- precedent and tell your co-I
tivation program in the United worker that he is welcome
to
States.
read your newspaper at work,i
Working in local communities, but, you would like to take it
RIF develops projects that allow home yourself to read more
children to choose—and keep as thoroughly.
their own—three books per year
Be pleasant, direct and firm.
that interest them. To date, the Don't ask him—tell him.
RIF program has brought more
And don't blow it by being,
than 50 million books into apologetic or wishy-washy. The
American homes.
meek may inherit the earth, but
There is a terrific pamphlet they're also taken advantage of.
titled "Tips for Parents." It not
S..
only fieips parents select appropriate reading material for children of all ages, it recommends
(Every teen-ager should know
49,uks frw .eokis to re" bat the "*"4.maac4
*ut c"--;z7,aswan.:
dieir little ones who are not old how° to be happy. For Abby's
enough to read themselves,
booklet, send your name and
Interested parties should address clearly printed with a
write to: Reading Is Funds- check or money order for 62.50
mental Inc., Smithsonian Insti- (this includes postage) to: Abby,
tution, 600 Maryland Ave. S.W., Teen Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Washington, D.C. 20560.
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.)
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PERSPECTIVE
Peace if they want it
Eighteen months ago in a celebrated speech to
evangelical Christians, President Reagan labeled the Soviet Union an "evil empire." On Sept. 24
at the United Nations, Mr. Reagan sounded a
distinctly accommodationist note. He called for
"constructive negotiations," a regular schedule
of Soviet-American meetings at the foreign.
minister level, and renewed efforts to shrink the
nuclear arsenals of both superpowers.
Question: Which is the real Ronald Reagan?
Answer: It is the same Mr. Reagan showing two
sides of the same foreign policy coin. This is no
less true for the fact that Mr. Reagan also
undeniably has an eye fixed on domestic politics
and on the Democrats' charge that he cannot or
will not negotiate a relaxation of tensions with
the Soviets. The central tenet of the Reagan
foreign policy has always been peace through
strength. At the most obvious level, this
translates to the notion that a strong America
discourages aggression generally and Soviet or
Soviet-proxy aggression particularly.
But a strong America _is also a precondition to
successful negotiations with a Soviet Union that
is, in fact, an evil empire and also a superpower
that cannot be ignored. And on this score, Mr.
Reagan has reason to feel a new sense of confidence. The administration's rebuilding of
America's defenses is well along. The economy
has just scored its strongest period of sustained
growth in 35 years. And the president appears
poised on the verge of re-election by landslide
proportions, signaling widespread public support for his leadership and for at least the fundamentals of his foreign policy.
By dramatic contrast, the Soviets survey a sea
of troubles. Having advanced too far too fast during the 1970s, they now find themselves overextended in such far-flung places as Angola, Cambodia and Nicaragua. Even in Afghanistan, just
across their own border, the Soviets appear bogged down in a messy stalemate. And in Ea:item
Europe, Moscow's satellites are newly restive
notwithstanding the subduing of Solidarity in
Poland.
At home, the Soviet economy is stagnating.
That is forcing the Kremlin to make painful
choices between an everexpanciing arms budget
and some now-essential investment in an
economy held back by antiquated technology,
too few incentives, and the dead hand of centralized planning and bureaucracy.
Most serious of all for the Soviets is their
leadership crisis. Two Soviet leaders have died
in office within the last two years and a third,
Konstantin Chernenko, appears frail enough to
go any day. At the moment, the leadership of the
Soviet Union is in the hands of a fragile troika;
with Chernenko presiding over Communist party
matters, Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko
handling international affairs and Defense
Minister Dimitri Ustinov running the armed
forces.
What all this suggests is that, as the Soviets
themselves would put it, the "correlation of
forces" in the world is changing for the moment
at least, and not to Moscow's advantage. Put
more simply, the Soviets need a breather. Mr.
Reagan is right to offer them one, provided the
United States and its allies benefit too. For all
the reasons we have mentioned, now is a good
time to begin testing whether such an arrangement can be negotiated.
In effect, Mr. Reagan is offering the Soviets
what every American president since World War
II has offered them: Peace if they want it.
History does not encourage the hope that the
Soviets will accept on any permanent basis, or
that the present transitional period in Soviet
leadership could permit such a momentous decision in any case. But Mr. Reagan is right to keep
offering, if only to demonstrate where the real
blame lies for keeping East and West at swords'
points.
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southern seen

Gleam and glitter of
American gold and goals
Even as the fall political battles
rage, I am still persuaded that for
the average citizen the highlight of
this year will have been the
Olympics.
The world hasn't yet ended
despite 1984 being the pivot year in
George Orwell's prophecy, and it
won't end when a president is
elected, despite the claims of the
strident television ads for Mondale
and Reagan.
Of course, there are a couple of
months left in 1984 that could prove
me wrong. But my optimism seems
fairly safe.
The summer Olympics had not
been in the U.S. for 52 years. Not in
the lifetimes of most Americans. It
is unlikely they will return for
another half century. Like Halley's
Comet, coming to our
neighborhood theater in 1986, or the
Bicentennial of the Constitution,
the coming attraction for 1987, the
1984 Olympics were a once-in-alifetime event for most of us.
The medals are being wrapped in
their ribbons and placed away. The
confetti from the ticker-tape
parades for the winners, if it is biodegradable, is vanishing.
The memory lingers on.
The memory Mellows as the

weeks pass. Most of us watched by
television, rather than in person,
and we were prone to criticize the
ABC-TV coverage of the events.
With time's passage, however, the
flaws fade, leaving us grateful that
the network democratized the
events by sharing 180 hours of them
with the public. Even the frequent
ads were good.
Fading, too, are the sores some
of the athletes left us — the ambitions of some who made competing
completely secondary to their
personal-gain interests, the
boycotts, the shocks of the MacDonald's massacre and of the sick
sidewalk speedster near the Olympic sites, and the fiscal disappointments of griping local merchants,
restaurant owners, and hotel
operators, and parking lot investors over the lack of traffic
jams.
There was a time in America
when baseball was the only game
in town. We still rank it with
mother and apple pie in the trinity
of American institutions.
But the televising of the Olympics in past recent decades has
made us conscious of the infinite
number and variety of games people play. Of all the more than a
hundred Olympics sports, only one

EVERY COW WE 1-055 IN OUR CHANGE AND WHEN

— men's basketball — is a major
revenue sport. I have known Pat
Head, the women's basketball
coach, and C.M. Newton, the assistant men's coach, for years, and
they agree with me. The more
sports and participants the better.
Each four years, with greater intensity each time, one Olympic
aftermath is a birth of new participatory sports in the U.S. We
lave seen skiing, swimming, soccer, equestrianism, marathon running, and gymnastics "arrive,"
and new types of heroes take their
places in the national pantheon.
Expect the same thing to continue,
with volleyball, women's basketball, track, and diving.
Sooner or later, our cities and
colleges will have to change their
narrow-minded views that all that
Is needed are impressive football
stadiums and basketball arenas.
Variety is as important to the
health of a community or campus
as is bigness. Places for individuals to run, swim, throw, and
bounce are as necessary as places
for spectators to sit. Wherever
there are ghettoes or gathered
peoples, there must be space left
for developing both personal goals
and Olympic gold. Playing beats
_ paying.

Ws FULL, THAI SHOU

The real gold fields of America to
which our young rush are not at
Sutter's Mill or in the Dakota hills,
but wherever our people live,
Recreation and aspiration are
natural instincts that a nation ignores at its peril. Parks and
recreation centers are not insignificant factors in our life together.
Anyone who remembers sandlots
knows that.
More is at stake here than the
wisdom that "all work and no play
make Jack a dull boy." In these
days of nigh-universal unemployment of our young people, the
wisdom is "no work and no play
make Jack and Jill dull students."
I am convinced that a contributory factor to the sad shape of
learning in our country is the
absence of jobs and of recreation of
the self-disciplining process.
Aspiration and discipline are acquired skills that can be transferred to the classroom and home
library. A community that puts its
young out into the streets to fend
for themselves will harvest a crop
of streetwalkers and curbsitters,
first in its schools and later on its
welfare rolls.
Each time the winners mount the
victory stands and put lumps into
our throats, we know in our hearts
the dreadful distance between
what we make of our children and
what we want for them. The
dreams of the gold are not irrelevant to Orwell's 1984 or to the fall
election, at all.

letter to the editor

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
One hundred and six youngsters
participted in the Bike-A-Thon
yesterday for the Calloway County
Council for Exceptional Children.
This was sponsored by (.30,Ck..0
along with Murray Kiwanis Club
and Calloway County 4-H Clubs.
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team took
sweepstakes honors at the
Paducah Tilghman "Big Wind"
Speech Tournament. The Murray
High School Speech Team also won
honors.
J. Michael Rayburn, son of Mrs.
Mary Rayburn and the late Waylon
Rayburn of Murray, has been named assistant administrator of the
Methodist Hospital, Memphis,
Tenn. His wife is Dr. L. Gayle
Douglas Rayburn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Douglas of
Murray.
Jane McBride, Paducah, has
been elected as president-elect of
the First District Education
Association at the meeting held at
Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
The Kenlake Hotel will be completely renovated during the fall
and winter months, according to an
announcement made by Kentucky
Gov. Edward Breathitt.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Watson, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Bowen, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Oneal
Burgess.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat Fulton County 21 to 6 in a football game at Hickman.
New officers of the Phebian Sunday School Class of the First Baptist Church installed at the home of
Mrs. Dewey ^mpkins, Jr., were
Mrs: lifs.p.
Tesseneer, Mrs. John Pocotk, Mrs.
Voris Wells. Mrs. Joe Pitt Lamb
and Mrs. J.M. Converse.
Thirty,years ago
The Calloway County Heart
Association in cooperation with the

Kentucky Heart Association and
the Kentucky Department of
Health is placing 10 Heart Information Library Kits in the libraries of
all city and county high schools.
Brown C. Tucker has been named to the Maratime Committee of
the National Association of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars,
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Peter T. Gunter and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. George Elkins.
Mrs. Virgil LassiIer presented a
lesson on "Clothing Guideposts" at
a meeting of the Protemus
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. James Harris.
Forty years ago
A mass meeting in behalf of the
1944 War Fund Drive will be held
Oct. 11 at the Calloway County
Court House, according to Max
Hurt, general chairman, and
Waylon Rayburn, campaign
director.
The Murray Woman's Club sponsored the Calloway County Horse
Show on Sept. 20 and 21. Awarded
were $1,500 in premiums, according to Mrs. C.C. Farmer, Mrs.
Whit Imes and Mrs. John Whitnell,
committee members In charge.
Miss Marian Alice Workman,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Workman of Murray, has been
selected as a state winner in her
4-H Club Dairy Demonstration
Contest, according to Miss Rachel
Rowland, home demonstration
agent.
Mrs. Noel Melugin, Mrs. J.J.
Dorman, Mrs. Keith Kelly, Mrs.
W.D. Lewis and Mrs. James A.
French of Murray Girl Scouts attended a neighborhood conference
held Oct. 2 at Paducah.
Births reported this week include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs, Jackson
,..74!rhnifIr Sepl. I; a gre ttilltr. and
Mrs. Clyde Roberts, Sept. 2; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Varinel Hicks,
Sept. 16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Askew, Sept. 18; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. -Robert Waldrop.
Sept. 19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.

Nolen Carroll, Sept. 25; a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Hargis and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Leon Knight,
Sept. 27; a boy to Capt. and Mrs.
Charles L. Robertson, Sept. 28; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Troy McNutt,
Sept. 29; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Lovett and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Mays, Sept. 30; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. B.W. Mixson, Oct.
2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Myers, Oct. 1
The Rev. Braxton B. Sawyer is
pastor and Miss Mabel Whitaker is
secretary of the First Baptist
Church, Murray.
Fifty years ago
The first football game played in
the new stadium at Murray State
College was last night with the
team from Stetson University,
Deland, Fla.
Fourteen new nursing students
started their studies on Oct. 1 at the
School of Nursing at the Mason
Hospital.
The Calloway County School Fair
will be at the Murray Loose Leaf
Floor. It will close with an awards
ceremony on Oct. 19, according to
County Agent J.T. Cochran.
Elected as officers of the Young
Men's Business Club were Max B.
Hurt, R.H. Thurman, Herman
Doran and Preston Ordway.
Dr. A.Y. Covington has opened
his offices'in the National Hotel
Building in the place vacated by
Dr. A.F. Russell who has moved to
Dover, Tenn., to practice with his
father, Dr. A.D. Russell.
Births reported this week include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Burgess
Marine, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.`Jim
Rogers, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Cl2vis Bygrlv and a viri to Mr. and
M.E.H. Ashbrook.
The Murray Chapter _ 4_44
American Red Cross hal released
its yearly report frotn July 26, 1933,
to July 26, 1934. Mrs. Clifford
Melugin, Red Cross director; said
the chapter has helped 96 families
and helped clothe 279 school
children.

To The Editor,
Once upon a time when Hans
Christian Andersen used to entertain us with instructive fairy tales,
the Emperor ordered a new suit of
clothes. Today when the pollsters
instruct us and President Reagan
entertains us with tales of the
American economy dressed in new
recovery robes, and of an
American super power standing
tall among the nations, American
voters need to look at what is really
happening.
It's all being bought on credit,
folks, and soon we have to pay the
mortgage note or lose the family
farm. The federal deficit is so large
the interest on it would have astounded the big spending FDR.Our
foreign trade deficit for August of
this year exceeded ten billion
dollars. Bankruptcies, business
failures, and bank closings are
more numerous than at any time
since the Great Depression. The
stock market is dipping and interest rates are rising. And
unemployment? When ten thousand jobless people line up overnight to apply for 346 job openings,
percentage points lose their ability
to thrill us.
In fact, the thrill becomes a chill
when we realize that the percentage point change was effected by
putting the men and women in the
armed services on the employment
rolls. And what American president before Reagan was clever
enough to think of that? But then
what other American president
ever had us engaged in four
undeclared wars at one time? One
to shore up a tottering regime in El
Salvador. A second to overthrow a
solidly based one in Nicaragua. A
third to keep a non-existent peace
in Lebanon. And a fourth war on
Granada where our cowboy hero
was successful in routing a few
hundred Cuban construction
workers and taking over an armory of obsolete rifles. And the
"rescued" Granadans are not better off because nobody — except
one toymaker — will invest there,
so now there is no construction
work even for Granadans.
The one person President
Reagan has put to work is the Vice
President. In the early days of our
country, the Veep just stood around
In the wings in case something happened to the President. George
Bush stays busy full time explaining to the country what "The Great
Communicator" meant when he
said yesterday what he does not
mean today. Like saying he's blowing up the Russians when what he
really meant to say was "Hi, Andy,
how's the family?" Or that government and religion are necessarily
yoked together when what he really meant to do was just punch a few
holes in the wall separating church
and state to reassure God and the
electorate that the wall was still
there,
WhJi ...„...e.frsaltery being heaned
upon -MK by tne Peesidents
tailors, surely the smallest child
among us can clearly see that "The
Emperor's as naked as the day that
he was born."
Henry A. Buchanan
Murray, Ky.42071
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Coming community events

DATEBOOK
New Daisy units planned

Senior UMYF will meet

Recruitment of girls for Daisy Girl Scout Program is being conducted by the Murray
Neighborhood Girl Scout Core. This is a program
for kindergarten students and is in addition to
Brownies, Scouts, and Junior and Senior
Cadetes. All parents interested in enrolling their
kindergarten students from both the city and
county schools are asked to contact Edith Clark,
Neighborhood chairman, at E-26 Fox Meadows,
Murray, or call 753-4551.

The Senior High United Methodist Youth
Fellowship of the First United Methodist Church
will meet Sunday, Oct. 7, at 4:45 p.m. at the
church. The group will then leave by vans for the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Keeslar. Activities vitt!
include football, hot dog roast and skits with
discussion to develop practical ways to invite
new people to UMYF. The vans will return to the
church at 7:30 p.m.

Representative to be here

Two groups of the Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First Christian Church will
meet Tuesday, Oct. 9. Group I will meet at 10
a.m. in the home of Mrs. Howard Titsworth with
Mrs. James Rudy Allbritten to present the program. Group III will meet at 7:30 p.m. in the
home of Mrs. Doug Vander Molen with Mrs. Del
Fleming to present the program.

A Social Security Representative will be at the
Robert 0. Miller Courthouse Annex on Tuesday,
Oct. 9, from 10 a.m. to noon. The representative
will be available to assist the public in all aspects
of Social Security, Supplemental Security Income and Medicare. assistance will e given in filing claims, reports, changes, etc., and in answering inquiries.

CWF groups will meet

Mr. and Mrs. Steve Seaford of Bowling Green
are the parents of a daughter, Elizabeth Lee,
weighing nine pounds 91,i ounces, measuring 234
inches, born on Friday, Sept. 14, at the Medical
Center there. The mother is the former Amanda
Carman. The maternal grandparents are Mrs.
Sandra Carman and Millard Carman of Murray.
The paternal grandparents were the late Trellis
and Elizabeth Seaford.
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Carolyn Adams,
bookmobile librarian
for the Calloway County
Public Library, has
released the schedule
for the coming week as
follows:
Monday
Southwest Elementary — 9:30 a.m.
Bowen — Graham
Road — 2 to 3 p.m.
Tuesday
University Day Care
— 10 to 11 a.m.
Burgess — 11:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Canon — 1:30 to 2:30
p.m.
Millers — 3 to 3:30
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Wednesday
Karnes — 10 to 10:30
a.m.
Tucker — 10:30 a.m.
to noon
Dortch — 1 to 130
p.m.
Helen Hill — 1:30 to 2
13•In.
Lax — 2 to 2:30 p.m.
Phillips — 3 to 3:30
p.m.
Thursday

Seavers — 11:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m.
Allbritten — 1:30 to 2
p.m.
Opal, Hale — 2 to 3
p.m.
Steely — 3 to 4 p.m.

Saturday, Oct.
Temple Hill Lodge
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will met
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
————
Workshop by District
17 Unit 1 licensed Practical Nurses will start at
7:45 a.m. in third floor
classroom, MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
————
Kentucky Lake Indian
Powwow 1984 will start
at 10 a.m. at Heritage
Village near Kentucky
Dam.
————
Wrangler's Riding
Club will have a
homecoming horseshow
at 6:30 p.m. at the riding
club.
————
Second day of Prayer
for Spiritual Awakening
Seminar will start at 9
a.m. at Blood River
Baptist Church.
————
Annual sidewalk cafe
by Le Cercle Francais,
the French Club of Murray High Schol, will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
front of Wallis Drug.
————
MS Encounter Group
will meet at 1:30 p.m. in
cafeteria of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
————
Murray-Calloway
County Camera Club
will meet at 1 p.m. at
parking lot of Calloway
Public Library to leave
for a field trip to Land
Between the Lakes.
————
Paris Chapter of
Aglow will meet at 9
a.m. at Avalon
Restaurant, Highway
79, Paris, Tenn.
————
Outdoor Recreation
Resource Center at
Murray State University will conduct a group
excursion for rockclimbing and rappelling at
Stoneface
Cliff in
Southern Illinois'
Garden of the Gods to-

Saturday, Oct.
day and Sunday. For information call 762-3824
or 762-6900.
————
Murray-Calloway
County League of
Women Voters will have
a' new members coffee
at 10 a.m. in the
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Second day of Knights
of Columbus Tootsie
Roll Drive will be held
in Murray.
————
Gun and Knife Show
by Murray Kiwanis
Club will be from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. at Calloway
County Middle School.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
in American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
————
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Waterfowl Decoy
Carving Demonstration
from two 4 p.m. at
Woodlans Nature
Center; An Evening at
The Homeplace-1850 at
6:30 p.m.; West Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers at 7:30
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Centers.
————
Coed Softball Tournament, sponsored by
Calloway County High
School Baseball Team,
will be at MurrayCalloway County Park.
———
Couples Bridge with
Bruce and Joyce
Thomas as hosts will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
————
Ham Breakfast by
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will be served
from 5 to 11 a.m. at
lodge hall. This is open
to the public.
————
Baptist Young Women
of Sinking Spring Baptist Chtirch will meet at

Nutrition Program lists
menus for the coming week

14 DIXIELAND CENTER
CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KY.
_

Menus for the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels for the week of
Oct. 8 to 12 have been
released by Tripp Thurman,director of
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Program.
Meals are served at
noon, Monday through
Friday, at the Hazel and
Douglas Centers and
each Tuesday and
Thursday at the Ellis
Center. Meals also are
sent to private homes

Shop knd Sax4.
NO‘1 Open L 11 I ler NeNS 11 a
ith I1itSpvciak Dail\ From 1() k.11. To 5 1).11.

Monday—Wind Chimes
20% Off
Tuesday—Bamboo Trays
30% Off
Wednesday—Posters
20% Off
Thursday Antique Photo
Frames
30% Off
Friday—Totes, Luggage, Etc...30% Off
Saturday—Brass Items
20% Off

1:30,$m.1:55.555

GARY BUSEY
VISA SS I' PICTURES

Register For An Oriental Tea Set To Be Given Away
Saturday, October 13 At 4 P.M. You Need Not Be Present To Win.

Chestnut Street

Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
dub house.
————
North Calloway
Elementary School will
have a skating party at
Roller skating of Murray from 6 to 8 p.m.
————
Parent-Teacher Conferences for Calloway
County Middle School
will be held today.
————
Murray Education
Association will snutor
a Get Acquainted Night
for school board candidates at 7 p.m. in Murray High School
Library.
————
Shakespeare's
"Macbeth" will be
shown at 7:30 p.m. In
Room 208, Faculty Hall,
Murray State University, as part of International Film Festival.
Executive Committee
of Murray-Calloway
County Community
Theatre will meet at
noon at the Playhouse in
the Park.
————
Jackson Purchase
Audubon Society will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Paducah Area Vocational Center, Paducah.
————
Blood River Baptist
Association will meet at
7 p.m. at First Baptist
Church, Calvert City.
————
Women of Russell's
Chapel Church will
meet at 10 a.m. in parking lot of Elm Grove
Baptist Church to go to
LBL and Lake Barkley.
————
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Boy Scout Troop - 77
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
————
Boy Scout Troop 48
will meet at 8:30 p.m. at
First United Methodist
Church.
————
Mattie Belle Hayes
Circle of First United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 9:30
a.m. at the church.
————
Tuesday,Oct.9
Group I of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 10 am. in
the home of Mrs.
Howard Titsworth.
————
Group III of CWF of
First Christian Church
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
home of Mrs. Doug
Vander Molen.
————
Story Hours will be at
10:30 a.m. for preschoolers and 3:30 p.m.
for school-agers at
Calloway Public
Library.
————
Sessions of the Blood
River Baptist Association will be at 9:30 a.m.
(Cont'd on page 8)

Fall Op n

ouse

Monday, Oct. 8
9:30-5:30
"Come Celebrate The Season
With Us And See The New And
Exciting Items That Have Just Arrived."

MURRAY
DRIVE IN

the green door
14 Dixieland Centel.

Monday,Oct.8
Murray State
University.

CHERI

THE BEAR

110 Price 'Fable Dail\

each week day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — barbecue
roast beef, tossed salad,
broccoli casserole, hot
roll, butter, lemon cake,
apples, milk, coffee or
tea.
Tuesday — chicken
fried steak, mashed
potatoes, green beans,
hot roll, butter, cantaloupe, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wednesday — fried
chicken, green peas,
creamy cole slaw, hot
roll, butter, chocolate
cake, Honey Dew, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday — sausage
casserole, gelatin fruit
salad, hashbrowns,
biscuit, butter, banana,
milk, coffee or tea.
Friday — liver and
onions, mashed
potatoes, scalloped
tomatoes, hot roll, butter, apple cobbler,
peaches, milk, coffee or
tea.

Saturday, Oct.6
10 a.m. at church.
————
"Spirit Picnic" will be
at 5:30 p.m. behind Roy
Stewart Stadium, Murray State University,
prior to the Murray
State -Southwest
Missouri football game
at 7:30 p.m.
————
Sunday, Oct. 7
Second day of Coed
Softball Tournament,
sponsored by Calloway
County High School
Baseball Team, will be
at Murray-Calloway
County Park.
— ——
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Discovery Walk at
2:30 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center;
Sorghum Molasses
Making from 9:30 a.m.
to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous willmeet at
4 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Second day of Gun
and Knife Show by Murray KIWalliS Club will be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at
Calloway County Middle
School.
————
Cellist Thaddeus Brys
will present a recital at
8 p.m. in the Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State
University.
————
Paris District United
Methodist Women will
have a fall mission
study at 2:30 p.m. at
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
———
The Single Connection
will have a potluck
lunch at 12:15 p.m. at
First Christian Church.
————
Sesquicentennial
Celebration will be at
Goshen United
Methodist Church.
————
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ Singles
will eat lunch at 12:30
p.m. at Golden Corral.
This is open to all
singles.
————
Third day of Kentucky
Lake Indian Powwow
1984 will start at 10 a.m.
at Heritage Village near
Kentucky Dam.
————
Youth Group of First
Presbyterian Church
will meet following the
morning worship
service.
————
Murray State University Wind Ensemble will
present a concert at 2
p.m. in ballroom, Curris
Center.
————
Monday,Oct.8
Reservations for
ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday at Murray
Country Club should be
made by today with
Marilyn Adkins or
Sheila Grogan.
————
Poet Richard Robbins
will read from his work
at 8 p.m. in Barkley
Room, Curris Center,

104 Story

Ave.

Murray, Ky.
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Hicks tops $1 million lulll
LIPLal
El
in sales for Century 21

P

Marie Hicks, with Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors of Murray,
recently completed a
real estate closing
which put her over the
$1,000,000 for sales in
1984.
Hicks has been with the
Murray Century 21 office for three years and
has previously received
the Century 21 regional
"Pacesetter" award for
her outstanding sales
achievement and performance on a quarterly
basis.
During her three years
with the Murray office
she has completed

courses and seminars in
marketing, real estate
law finance and relocation. Hicks graduated
from MSU magna cum
laude with a B.S. degree
in business.
Hicks is a member of
the First United
Methodist Church of
Murray, where she
serves on the administrative board. She
is also a member of the
creative arts and home
economics deprtments
of the Murray Women's
Club and is a member of
the Harris Grove
Homemakers
Marie Hicks is congratulated by Bobs Hopper on
Marie's earning her million dollar award.

Donates money to Need Pne
GRAND OPENING — Mayor Holmes Ellis, left
photo, is greeted into Wendy's new atrium addition by store personnel Theo Mackey and Ron
Smith. A formal ceremony earlier this week
marked the grand opening of the atrium addition

to the Murray restaurant. In conjunction with
the grand opening, Wendy's also made a $258
donation to the Murray Need Line. Pictured at
right are Mackey and Smith presenting the
check to Need Line Director Euple Ward.

Wendy's dedicates atrium addition
Due to the tremendous success of such recent advertising campaigns as "Where's The
Beef" and "Garden
Spot," Wendy's Old
Fashioned Hamburger
Restaurant in Murray
has added a little more
to its building with the
opening of a new
solarium.
These campaigns
coupled with the introduction of several
new items such as their
stuffed potatoes,
night hours and increased salad bar items have

't

resulted in an even
greater influx of
customers into' this
"more than a burger"
restaurant.
"I am t14111ed over
the customer response
to our new additions,"
explained Dick Barrett,
operating partner of the
Murray Wendy's. "But I
don't want my
customers to sacrifice
exceptional service.
That's why we made the
move to expand the
building by adding the
new solarium to our
restaurant."

Dottie Shns of the South Eastern Book Co., East
Main Street, Murray, takes delivery of a 1984
LTD Crown Victoria station wagon from Nick
Ryan,sales representative for Parker Ford,Inc.
The car will be used by a South Eastern sales
representative in the eastern part of the United
States.

Neither Wendy's nor
the town of Murray will
be sorry for this decision. The new solarium
not only adds more
tables to seat Wendy's
customers, but also provides the restaurant
with a bright, sunny dining atmosphere.
Mike Evans, Wendy's
supervisor, and Ron
Smith, the local store
manager, expressed appreciation over Murray's patronage. And to
show this appreciation,
Wendy's donated -,$256
Tuesday, Oct. 2, during
the grand opening

celebration to Need Line
of Murray. Need Line is
a non-profit organization which provides
money and goods to people in the community in
need of emergency
assistance. The $256
represents the 256 different ways you can get
your hamburger at
Wendy's.
Mayor Holmes Ellis
did the honor of cutting
the dedication ribbon to
the applause of Murray
area VIPs and media
representatives who
were present for the
celebration.

Blalock is sales-associate
with Roberts Realty firm
Roberts Realty takes
pleasure in announcing
the association of Don
Blalock as a salesassociate with their
firm. Don completed all
requirements for his
real estate license in
August of this year.
Mr. Blalock is a
graduate of Murray
High School and attended Murray State University.. He is an active
member of the First
fraptist Church and is a
veteran, having served
with the Navy. He and
his family are members
of the Oaks Country
Club.
Don is married to the
former Barbara Crouse
and is the father of two
children, Holly and
Adam. He resides with
his family at 1563 Oxford Drive in Canterbury. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Blalock of Murray.
Anna Requarth,
broker, stated that she
was thrilled to have Don

Kroger groceries
spent 1.440 million
in Kentucky, 1983

The Kroger Co. is one
of Kentucky's good
customers in addition to
being a leading merchant here. The retail
food company today
issued its annual report
of expenditures by
state, and it shows that
Kroger spent $4 40
million in Kentucky for
goods and services last
year.
Largest portion of the
total, $5,1381,859, was
spent for Kentucky proDon Blalock
ducts to be sold in the 82
Kroger supermarkets
on her staff. She felt that here as
well as in other
Don's newness into the states. Included
are $4
real estate field will add million for
dairy profresh ideas to the
agency.
Don would like to take
this opportunity to invite his friends and
associates with real
estate needs to contact
him at Roberts Realty,
12th and Sycamore, or
II Os& Itedret
call him at 753-1651 or
753-9218.

ducts and eggs, $36
million for canned foods
and other grocery
items, $14 million for
fruits and vegetables,
$37 million for meats
and poultry, and $119
million for non-food
items.
An additional $229
million went for such
items as the $123 million
in wages paid to the
8,911 Kroger employees
in the state, adverlising,
rent (most Kroger
stores are owned by
local landlords), and
other goods and services purchased in the
community.

Driveway Sealer
$799
MURRAY SUPPLY
COMPANY

Elliott's opens

153-3361

2111 I. Maw

Elliott's Furniture is a new addition to the
Court Square business district in Murray. Owned
by James H. and David Elliott, the store opened
Aug. 15 at 408 Main St. Along with employee
Raleigh Smith, the Elliotts offer furniture and
appliances, new lamps and shades at competitive prices. The store specializes in used fur.
niture and appliances. All appliances carry a
90-day guarantee.

Energy-Efficient
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- .[[Racer football tonight: MSU hosts Southwest Missouri]
Kickoffin Stewart Stadium 7:30 p.m.
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Hoptown hands Lakers 35-7 thrashing

ARMED AND READY — Calloway converted running back Todd Contri
into its starting quarterback Friday against Hopkinsville, and although the
Lakers were soundly beaten, 35-7, Contri completed 12 of 32 passes for 133
.yards. Contri, a senior, 18 the third quarterback the Lakers have used this
:season.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
HOPKINSVILLE —
Except for the first
quarter when
Hopkinsville scored 26
of its 35 points, the
Calloway Lakers were
able to give the Tigers a
ballgame.
But when the first
quarter was tallied with
the other three, the
Lakers were handed a
35-7 district road loss
Friday night.
The Tigers scored on
runs of 23, 45, 55 and 38
yards. in the opening
stanza and if not for two
blocked point-after
kicks by Laker Tony
Ray, the score would
have favored the hosts
even more.
Said Calloway Coach
Sam Harp, "I called
every defense we'd ever
had all year. There was
no way we could stop
them. Tonight they
physically out-matched
us."
A pair of Henrys,
Tony Henry and Jeff
Henry, rushed for two
touchdowns apiece —
one of Jeff Henry's was
an 80-yard kickoff
return to start the third
period.
"During halftime we
switched our tackles
and got some bigger
players in there, but
that slowed us down and
limited what we could

do defensively," Harp
pointed out. "Still, with
the bigger tackles it
slowed them down
-somewhat."
On offense, the Lakers
unveiled senior Todd
Contrl as starting
quarterback, replacing
sophomore David
Lawrence who had filled
in for injured Scott
Taylor two weeks ago.
Contri, a converted running back, was forced to
come out slinging immediately, and he didn't
stop all evening long.
The first half his
receivers were plagued
with iron hands and
although he was hitting
them on the numbers,
they were dropping
passes left and right.
When the connections

., :. .

.

began clicking, the
Lakers were able to
move the ball in the last
three quarters and Contri finished the night
with 1i2 completions in 32
attempts for 133 yards
and two interceptions.
The only successful
Laker drive occured in
the second period and
covered 82 yards. Gregg
Baker punched the ball
in from three yards out
for six points, but the
drive was ignited by a
42-yard pass to junior
Tim Torsak on first
down and two passes of
19 and 10 yards to senior
wide receiver Greg
Boren.
"I'll tell you what,"
Harp praised afterwards, "that Todd (Contri) is something. He
stepped in and played

quarterback for us in
one week's time and he
had a super ballgame. If
we'd caught some of
those early passes we
might have stayed in the
game."
With the offense on
track, the Laker defense
tightened up in the second period, possibly
because the Hoptown
running backs were
tired by all the longdistance traveling
they'd done, and held
the Tigers to only three
points in the second
period. Twice the hosts
drove inside the Laker
25-yard-line only to fumble the ball away and
once they had to settle
for a 30-yard field goal
by Rodney Thomas.
While many viewed
the game as a disap-

pointing third district
loss for the Lakers,
Harp saw the defeat as
"another big pill you
have to swallow and go
on."
"I told our guys
before the game that
this team was like a big
piece of steel in a giant
forge. We've felt the fire
and tonight we felt the
hammer. We've just got
to get harder and
tougher from here on
out."
One odd view of the
contest came from the
game officials who
chose to call only three
penalties the entire
game — none in the first
half. The first infraction
which drew a'flag was a
holding call on
Hopkinsville with 7:09
(Continued on Pg.7)

Kentucky iligh School Foothall Scores
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Illeatacky Prop Football
Henderson Co. 40. Evansville
Bowling Green 24, Bullitt Central
M.C. Napier 14. Knott Central 6
.
Friday's G1143108
Cent. 21
13
Madison Central 21, Laurel Co. II
* Class A. West sab-district
Highlandi 46. Scott 0
Campbell Co. 8, Coy. Holmes 6
Marthall Co. 14, Apollo 701
-:::.....
..;:. Eldorado (III.) 85, Ballard
Ho/mes
6
Jeffersontown
45,
Lou.
Manual
19
Campbell County 8,
Matewart (W.Va.) 36, Sheldon
M• emorial 14
Jenkins 14, Pikeville 0
Ceredo Kenova 1W Vi I 26,
Clark a
Heath SD, Fulton County 6
Ky. Country Day 21. Carroll Co. 20
Graenup Co. 0
Middlesboro 43, Harlan 0/
Trigg Co. 31. Murray 0
Lex, Henry Clay 27, Leslie Co. 6
Charlestown (Ind.) 21. N. Bullitt 6
Nelson Ca 40, Allen Co. 7'
Class AA.A
Lea, Lafayette 21, Lex. Bryan St. 7
Christian Co. 24.,Owertsboro 7
Newport 41. Bellevue 12
Oov, Catholic 17, Newp.Centre.I
::::. Hopktrimille 35. Calloway Co. 7
Lex. Tates Creek 13. Cawood 0
Ohio Co. 34. Butler Co. 8
:•:.;,
•:-: Lone Oak 30. Crittenden County 7
Cath.14
Lloyd 61, Sirloin Kenton 0
Oldhem Co 23. Providence (Ind.) ii:.
...
•••••• Sikeston ( Mo.) 14, Paducah
Co.vCath. 17, Newport Central
Logan
Co.
30,
Pulaski
Co.
16
0
••.•
',
....
*.f.; Tllghman 1.2
Cath. 14
Lou. Butler 19, Lou. Fairdale 13
Paris 42, PaintrvWe II
-:-:
..
Union Co. 28, Webster Co. 0
Danville 43, Lincoln Co. 0
s Lou. Does 21, Lou. Shawnee 0
Preatonaburg 31. Lawrence Co.
04ber Games
Devises Co. 14, Madisonville 9
Lou. Eastern 25. Lou. Fern Creek 7
Raceland 20, West Carter 6
....
:::,.: A• shland 47, Boyle Co. 27
East Hardin 16, LaRue Co_ 0
Lou. Male 14, Lou. Ballard 9
Reldlarid 15, Caldwell County 14 ::',..•
Bardstown 23, Anderson Co. 7
.
Frankfort 14, Eminence 0
Lou. Pleas. Rdge. Pk. 42. Lou.
Rowan Co. 32, Morgan Co. 0
.....
::::. Barren Co. 95, Russell Co_ 0
Franklin-SImpoon 39, Warren CatAtherton 0
Russellville 30, Portland (Tenn.)I ::::
....
•:.: Bath Co. 36. Lewla Co. 14
ti-al 4
Lou. Southern 17. Lou. Western 14
S. Hopkins 16, McLean Co. 0
....
•:,*.
:.::::. B• eechwood 49, Dayton 20
Franklln-Simpoon 39, Warren ConLou. St. Xavier 18, Lou. DeSalea 7
Scott Co. 36, Franklin Co. 7
:::: Belfry 35, Johnson Central 6
Lou. Valley 2e, Lou. Moore 19
trill 0
Shelby Co. 43, Jeffersonville 22
i:::
:::: Bell Co. 53, Rockcaalle Co. 7
Fl. Knox U, Ft. Campbell 1.2
Lou. Waggener 8, Lou. Ircquols 0
Todd Central 34, Hancock Co. 0
.
1..1.: Etoone Co. 37, Conner 7
Hazard 44, Ellthistu City I
Ludlow 20, Trimble CCPutty I
Washington Co. 14, Taylor Co. 10 I
:
.,
-.,:.:.'..::: '.::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:•:•:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.4::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::•::::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:::•:•:::::::•:::::::::::::::::::::::•:•:::::::::::::::::::::0
174:::;:::;:::::::;:.•:;:•:•:•:•:•%•:•:•:•:.:.:.:-:
....
.'...:.:
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Blue chip Al Baker gives Murray headaches in 31-0 shutout
By CHRIS EVANS
Sports Writer
CADIZ — The Murray
High Tigers traveled to
Trigg County Friday
night and returned
home with their tails
drooping after a 31-0
scolding from the
Wildcats.
"They've got a good
defense," said Murray
Skipper Tony Franklin.
"They're aggressive ...
they get after you."
However, Franklin
noted that the Tigers
were able to move the
ball respectably against
the Trigg County
defense they just could
not get into the end zone.
Murray rushed for
208-yards during the
contest but failed to get
the goose egg off its'
side of the scoreboard,
while the opposition
scored four touchdowns
and kicked a 16-yard
field goal with 332-yards
on the ground.

"We knew they had a
good football team. We
knew what we had to do
to win and we didn't do
it," said Franklin.
Al Baker, Trigg's
workhorse halfback,
gave the Tiger defense a
headache throughout
the game as the junior
rushed for 130-yards on
19 carries, out of the
wishbone formation,
and scored a pair of
touchdowns.
"No doubt he's a great
running back. We hit
him well but sometimes
you can hit a kid as hard
as you can and as well
as you can but he still
makes yardage,"
Franklin said. "He's a
blue chip high school
football player."
Baker said he felt his
team beat Murray up
the middle. "They were
keying on me so the'
coach just gave the ball
to the other guys."
Steve Rutledge, the

Are rAso Aaw• on.
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Tigers choice running
back, was held to
37-yards but put all his
efforts toward an
outstanding defensive
showing with 31 tackles
and 10 assists out of the
Tiger defensive
secondary.
41
With Rutledge silenced on the ground, Murray quarterback, Mark
West went to the air and
completed 18 of 29
passes but netted only
44-yards.
Trigg County got it's
first touchdown as time
ran out in the first
period. A 56-yard pass
from quarterback Ken
Thomas to halfback
Steve Radford ignited
the offense that produce
points in all four
quarters and the
Wildcats not forced to
punt throughout the
contest.
The Tigers almost
avoided a shutout when
they executed a fourth
down and two-yard play
from Trigg County's six
yard line. But time ran
out on Murray only
three yards shy of the
hosts' goal.
Murray slips to a 4-3
slate while Trigg County
used the victory to boost
it's record to 5-2. The

Tigers will travel to
Lone Oak next Friday
with kickoff at 7:30 p.m.
"We've got three good
games left," said
Franklin. "All three are
good football teams and
we will have to play as
well as we can to have a
chance against any of
Mrhaps one consolation to the Tigers was
the sub-district loss by
Fulton County to Heath,
20-6, Friday. If the
Tigers can beat Heath in
their last sub-district
game, Oct. 26, they
might cause a threeway tie for the league
crown and squeeze into
the post -season
playoffs.
Heath and Fulton
County must both play
Ballard, a team winless
in all seven games this
season.

at Perdue Field
(B (B 00 00 —00
07
14
07 03 —31
Scoring Plays
lot quarter — Thomas 56.yard
pass to Radford. Kick good, 7-0
00).
2nd quarter — Baker I-yard run.
Kick good. 14-0 6:07)(
2nd quarter — Thomas 58-yard
pass to Henry Wharton Kick good.
21-0 (2'23(
3rd quarter — Baker 5-yard run
Kick good, 28-0 13:20)
4th quarter — Castellena 113-yard
field goal, 31-0 I 7 39)

Murray
Trigg Co,

IN YOUR FACE — Murray High linebackers Jason Billington (33) and Steve Rutledge (8), who bad SI
tackles, put blitzing pressure on the Trigg County quarterback during Friday's game at Cadiz. Despite
the pressure, the Tigers took home a 31-0 defeat.
Photo by Chris Evans
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San Diego hopes rest on sore shoulder

A."Greensv•eoper"
Lawn Rake
It won't rust, toners con'? twist
loose or pull out 48" handle

6.22 Tine Spring Rake
Features 22 oe-ternpered tones,
Ezy-loc socket and 48'' handle.

!Starting Monday, October litit
Super heavy duty, 2 ply I 3 nu) *Vic bags ore tough enough for
bog lawn cleon-ups Fifteen per box, woth conversant twist Set.

k

99
404114

INNAM
IMO

"Fire Away"
Fine Extinguhrher
(FA:4o
070978C
)

• o

op.

Alk,olti-purpose fire extinguisher, a 84fect,e on flornmobte liquids, wood,
piper, cloth 8 eiecincol oppkorces.
IA wend IA-10.&C 13 %el lenge.

Murrify,Suepiy
Company

208 E. Main

753-3361

ALL PRICES
SLASHED
UP TO 50%
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"I feel ready," Lollar
SAN DIEGO (AP) — closing days of the
San Diego's hopes for regular season because said of tonight's assign,
'Although I
staying alive in the Na- of tightness in his left ment. '
tional League Cham- shoulder, is scheduled to haven't pitched for 10
pionship Series will rest make his first ap- days, I've been throwwith a pitcher who's pearance of the series ing on the side and it felt
been nursing a stiff this evening, facing fine.
"Hopefully we can
Cubs' right-hander Scott
shoulder.
Meanwhile, Chicago's Sanderson, also in his score a few runs ... and
hopes for wrapping the first post-season outing. get some good pitThe Cubs go into the ching," added Lollar,
. series up in four games
will be riding with a pit- game with a two-games- who was 11-13 this
cher who has been to-one advantage in the season with a 3.91 earn' bothered by back best-of-five series, hav- ed run average.
Lollar faced the Cubs
ing won both games in
spasms this season.
San Diego's Tim Chicago, then losing 7-1 once during the season,
Lollar, a left-hander Thursday night in San allowing one run in 6 1-3
Innings.
who didn't pitch in the Diego.
Sanderson, 8-5 with a
3.14 ERA this year, had
gone on the disabled list
For oil your Travel Reservations Coll
in June', afteA hurting
his back in e4rly May
and trying ungiccessfully to pitch despite the
hun
-041111111Pit -rnaqi• stareir,;74-,:fr.-at—otice
Padres during the
representing
•
regular season, getting
American and International Traveltime
no decision Hi either,
while allowing a total of
seven runs in 18 innings.

- •

Lanning seeks ultimate accomplishment in Ironman
The postcard from Hawaii, showing a sun rise
scene of Diamond Head, was a peaceful contrast
lo what Hawaii is really like for Murray State
sociology instructor Adam Lanning.

covering
all fields
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Lanning, 54, will be attempting his first Ironman Triathlon World Championship today and at
the time of his writing, he awaited his quest with
"a degree of trepidation."
His anxiety stemmed from the thought of
undertaking the most grueling individual sport
created by man. The single-day, three-event
competition features a 2.4 mile swim in the
Pacific Ocean, followed by a 112-mile bike ride
and ending with a 28-mile marathon — all within
a 17-hour time limit.
Performing any one of the events in a single
afternoon's time would be a proud accomplishment for most athletes, but doing all three in succession ... well, they don't call them Ironmen for
nothing.
Lanning has had this dream of becoming the
ultimate athlete, or more accurately, ultimate
triathlete, for the past few years. An avid runner, Lanning struck out on the triathlon venture
when running alone became less and less fulfilling. At 54, Lanning hopes to acheive his athletic
pinnacle by finishing the race which began this
morning at 7 a.m. Pacific Time.
Before he left for the islands last week, Lanning revealed his innermost fears prior to attempting his most taxing competition ever.
From the guy who said he never took a swimming lesson in his life and learned to swim "in
Moses Pond back with a bunch of guys as a kid,"
Lanning admits he doesn't worry about the
swimming leg of the Ironman.
His postcard, dated last Sunday, revealed he
had made a trial swim of "the course in 1:25 —
five minutes faster than what he predicted he
could do it in before leaving Murray. The course

Lanning practices for the Ironman in the MSU pool
record for the 50-54 age group in the swim leg is
1:14.52.
"I've always been a natural swimmer. That
part of the race doesn't bother me," said Lanning, who was on his swimming team in college.
As preparation for the Ironman, he was swirnming up to seven miles per week in the Murray
State pool which is a recommendation by the
Ironman committee for the "average workout"
prior to the competition.
The section that has Lanning most concerned
Is the bike leg. Mechanical failure on the 112-mile
course weighs heavily on his mind because it's
the only part of the race in which each contestant
will depend on something besides his own
motivation and mobility.
The bike course itself offers several hazards to
the inexperienced bikers — of which Lanning
says he is one. A dozen hills with up to six percent
grades (six foot rise for every 100 foot distance
dot the course, plus treacherous mum uku head-

winds which can gust between five and 55 miles
per hour on any given day await the T,000 or so
cycling contestants who will finish the swimming
leg.
The temperatures on part of the course which
crosses over hot, dry lava beds can reach as high
as 100 degrees fahrenheit due to reflected heat
from lava and asphalt.
The heat brings about another condition which
hampers all contestants in the Ironman —
dehydration.
"I'll have to be fighting my mind as much as
anything else," Lanning said. "Dehydration has
a way of playing tricks with your mind and you
have to be extremely aware of what your body is
doing all the time. They recommend you drink
lots of liquids during the race and then force
yourself to drink more. If you wait until you are
thirsty, it's already too late. You've already
started dehydrating and in this kind of competition that could be a critical mistake."

If Lanning completes the bike leg with no
mechanical failures and manages to stay under
the 10.5 hour time limit imposed on all contestants from the start of the swimming leg
(those not finishing the bike leg by 5:30 p.m. will
be disqualified) then he must attempt a full
marathon.
The prospect of facing a 28.2 mile run with all
faculties fresh is a feat only a few athletes dare
to undertake. Facing those 26.2 miles with every
muscle and fiber of your body screaming for rest
is another matter entirely.
Lanning insists, however, that if his body will
just get him to the marathon starting line, his
legs will be strong enough to carry him to the
finish.
The 14 workouts per week prior to the Ironman
have been wisely invested, Lanning says,
because it will all be recalled during a single
day. What will drive him on when his entire being is telling him to stop? What makes him think
at 54 he can complete a race which has thwarted
men half his age in the past?
"The first thing that will keep me going is the
fact I don't have any D's or F's on my record.
I've never quit at anything I've really set nir
mind to," Lanning said.
The Memphis native says he's had to overcome several setbacks in his athletic career —
not the least of which is a deformed big toe on his
right foot and fallen arches in both feet. "I've
had to adapt and overcome some minor physical
problems and I'm not about to let age stand in
my way of my own personal goals.
"I've always been a believer in the philosophy
that if you don't use it, you lose it. And it's a personal decision everyone has to realize that just
because you're getting older doesn't mean you
have to get weaker."
The thrill of being in Hawaii, racing and competing with some of the top athletes in the world,
will occupy much of Lanning's thoughts after the
initial surge of adrenaline is burned off. But he
says he'll have a lot of meditation time during his
14-to-17 hour trek.
"I guess I'll probably ruminate about, 'Well,
here I am," Lanning said. "And I'll probably
have to remind myself to enjoy the moment during the race. But what I'll be concentrating on
most is the last few steps when you approach
that finish line and they announce over the
loudspeaker, 'And here comes another Ironman.' It will be beautiful. Absolutely beautiful."

World Series at last: Detroit beats KC,1-0, for top honor
By HARRY ATKINS
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT (AP) —
Thanks to veteran righthander Milt Wilcox, who
turned in perhaps the
best game of his career,
the pressure is off the
Detroit Tigers as they
head into their first
World Series since 1968.
The talented Tigers,
who edged the Kansas
City Royals 1-0 Friday
night to sweep the
American League
Championship Series in
three games, now can
sit 139.ck and await the
outcome of the National
League playoffs.
Manager Sparky
Anderson, who guided
the Tigers to a 9-0 start
and 35 victories in the
first 40 games of the
regular season, said any
doubts he might have
had about this club were
erased during the ALCS.

"This club has shown
me they want to play
hard and win," Anderson said. "Now they get
to represent themselves
In the World Series ...
and I'm happy for my 25
guys•"
Anderson said that
sweeping the Royals
enabled him to set the
table with exactly the
pitching rotation he
wants for the job still to
come.
"We get Jack Morris
on Tuesday, come back
with (Dan) Petry the
following day and that
puts us in great position," he said.
Wilcox, then, likely
would start Game 3 of
the World Series on Friday — exactly one week
after his sparkling performance in the final
game of the ALCS.
Against Kansas City,
the 33-year-old right-

hander threw eight innings of two-hit ball,
equaling a season-high
by striking out eight and
walking two. Relief ace
Willie Hernandez, who
saved 32 games during
the season, worked the
ninth.
"It was Wilcox,
period," Anderson said.
''He was simply
outstanding. He rose to
the occasion, and guys
like Darrell Evans and
Marty Castillo made
great plays when we
needed it. But, Wilcox
was the story tonight."
Castillo drove in the
game's only run with a
grounder in the Detroit
second that nearly was
an inning-ending double
play.
Barbaro Garbey
started the inning with a
single up the middle off
Royals left-hander
Charlie Leibrandt's

glove, but was forced on
a grounder by Chet
Lemon. Evans singled
to send Lemon to third.
Castillo then hit a
grounder to Onix Concepcion and the shortstop flipped to Frank
White at second to force
Evans. However,
Castillo beat White's
relay to first as Lemon
scored the only run of
the game.
"When I saw White
turning, I said, 'You'd
better get down there
now,"
'Castillo recalled.
"I'm telling you, the
adrenalin was pumping.
I must have run a 2.5
getting down there!
"If this game had
been played in Kansas
City, on that artificial
surface, there's no
doubt that would have
been a double play."
Evans, the free agent

who came to Detroit last
winter and acted as a
solidifying force all
season with his leadership and experience,
made the play that
broke the Royals'
hearts.
With two out and Don

Slaught on first in the
eighth, Willie Wilson hit
a hard bouncer to the
right side that looked
like a hit. However,
Evans dove to his right,
knocked the ball down
and then beat the fleet
Wilson to the bag for the

(Continued from Pg.8)
left in the third period.
Later, in the same
quarter, both teams
were called for offsetting personal fouls
and the down was
played over.
"I'm not going to say
the officials beat us in
this one," Harp said,
"but it sure affected the
way the game was
played. The head
referee told me before
the game that his crew

did 'preventative officiating' but I think
they let too much garbage go on."
Next week the Lakers
(2-5) are idle with their
next game scheduled at
home against Paducah
Tilghman, Oct. 19 at
7:30 p.m.

final out.
Detroit right fielder
Kirk Gibson, who had
five hits in 12 at-bats, including a homer, and
drove in two runs during
the series, was named
the most valuable
player.

let — Tony Henry 36-yard run
Thomas kick blocked by Tony Ray
(2:60)20-0.
lit — Junes Boyd 36-yard run.
Thomas kick blocked by Tony Ray
(:50) 26-0.
2nct — (CC) Gregg Baker 3.yard
run, Todd Contri kick (10041 26.7
• 2nd — (Hop) TAOrtlas 30-yard field
goal (2:31)
3rd — (Hop) Jett Henry. 80-yard
kickoff return. Thomas kick attempt
fails(11: 47) 36.1.

GOING
OUT OF
BUSINESS
Everything
Drastically
Reduced

BLACKFORD
HOUSE
GALLERY
Main
753-8301
418

at. Hopkinsville
Calloway Co
00 07 00 00 —07
Hopkinswille
26 03 08 00 —36
Scoring Plays
1st — Tony Henry 23-yard run,
Rodney Thomas kick (6:02) 8-0
lot — Jett Henry 46-yard run,
Thomas kick (346) 14-0.

SCOREBOARD
THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN9NE COMPANY AGENCY
LINDY SUITER

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

'rid

Major League Baseball Playoffs
LCS and World Series Glared
League Championship Series
Tuesday's Games
Chicago 13. San Diego 0
Detroit 3, Kansas City 1
Wednesday's Games
Chicago 4. San Diego 2
Detroit 5. Kansas City 8, 11 InnInge
Thursday's Gains
San Diego 7, Chicago 1. Chicago
leads series 2.1
Friday's Game
Detroit t. Kansas City 0, Detroit
wins series 3-0
Saturday's Gams
Chicago .Sanderson 8-6) at San
Diego I liollar 11.131

Suriday. October 7 •
Chicago at San Diego
World Series
If the San Diego Padres rePresent the National League
Tuesday, October 9
at San Diego
Wednesday, October 10
at San Diego
Friday, October 12
at Detroit
Saturday, October 13
at Detroit
Sundry,°doter 14
at Datratt
Tuesday,-October 16
at San Diego
Wednesday. October 17
at San Diego

Revised World Series Schedule
If the Chicago Cubs represent the
National League
Toesday, October 9
at Detroit
Wednesday, October 10
at Detroit
Friday, October 12
at Chicago
Saturate. October 13
at Chicago
Sunday, October 14
at Chicago
Tuesday. October 16
at Detroit
Wednesday. October 17
at Detroit

kINgSQI

CIGARETTES
UNITS
FINN

NAME BRAND
QUALITY
WITHOUT THE
NAME BRAND
PRICE.

Umpire Strike Talks
DETROIT (AP) — A the umpires' union.
quick settlement to the
The meeting was
major league umpires' before Game 3 of the
strike is not likely, an AL Championship
American League of- Series between the
ficial says.
Kansas City Royals and
No progress was the Detroit Tigers.
reported Friday after a
There was no indicameeting b,sfwc.- AT .41"23 !er t!s n - 111-hilt."..:;.-z
President Bobby might ;wet again with
Bros a and Richie Brt—of - with L.-rieti
Phillips, attorney for Feeney, the National

I

League president.
Meanwhile, Brown
said that three umpires
who are working the entire AL playoffs would
receive a flat payment
of 810,000 apiece.
Six•wrizirii-v
worked one game
afr.;ece in Kansas City
will be paid $2,1500 each.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

901 S. SYCAMORE

.

163-8355
—

With the flames visible through attractively etched
glass doors, an Ashley Fireplace Insert gives you the
romantic appeal of a traditional hearth with the efficiency of a circulating heater! TWO SI= fit ITIC6t
fireplaces, with no flue connectors, pipes or special
tools needed for installation.
• Built-in, thermostatically controlled blower
system for efficient heat distribunon.
• Rugged cast iron & steel plate construction
•Heavy duty built-in damper
• Also available with decoratiile solid cast-iron
doors.

LISTED
Lights: 14 mg. "tar", 1.1 mg. nicotine; Ultra Ills- 6 m0,
wri mg. nicotine ay. pir ,,,22rs!ne by FTC Method.
A

•

Warning, The, Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.

202 S. 5th
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R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Financial Focus Series
By Randy Saiadin

Last week we spoke
briefly about why the
unit trusts were formed
There was a segment of
the investing public who
wanted a safe, tax-free
Investment where they
could place their money
in relatively small
amounts and receive
regular income that
would come to them
through the mail
In recent figures
released by Van
Kampen Merritt Inc

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

(the largest sponsor of tremendous amount of
unit trusts), since 1973 public interest and parthe unit trust industry, ticipation in this unique
which includes several investment. Let's talk
types of trusts, in- about unit trusts a bit.
cluding the taxable and
As we began by saynon-insured ones has
grown from just over $2 ing, most investors like
the idea of tax-exempt
billion in 1973 to over $38 income. Unit trusts like
billion in 1982. A recent individual municipal
$90 million trust spon- bonds gives this. It can
sored by Van Kampen
be very meaningful as
Merritt was fully one's tax bracket insubscribed in just five creases. For example,
hours. That indicates a using the 1982 tax year a

Events...

1 Paper
measure: pl.
6 Sum up: colloq.
11 Continued story
12 Newspaper
executive
14 Latin
conjunction
15 Barracudas
17 Aleutian island
18 Rodent
20 Chairs
22 Everybody's
uncle
23 Ventilates
25 Confirmation
27 In the
direction of
28 Awkward
30 One guilty of
treason
32 Organs of
hearing

34 Transgresses
35 Urgent
38 Fur-bearing
mammals
41 Prefix: down
42 Steeple
44 Attract
45 Permit
47 Old Italian
coin
49 Petition
50 Paradise
52 Retains
54 Prosecutor.
abbr
55 Part of jacket
57 More
contemptible
59 Chemical
compound
60 Put up stake

DOWN
1 Keep
2 Teutonic deity

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MU MU 0000
AMIN MOO ULM
0000 000 WOU0
U00000 =MUD
MO MO
MOUGU GOMM
00E1
UODUCIU 0000120
000 WOU
=MUD WOUOUU
10000 ClUO @MUM
00120 MOO IMMO
QOM GOO IMMO
3 Three-toed
sloths
4 Charts
5 Slumber
6 Renovate

EMMEN =MN
MOM= UMW=
ME MMINIM
MUM MUM MEM
MEM MINIM ME
MENEM MMEMININ
MINIM ME=
MMEMINIM
Will MENEM MIME
MEM EMMA MOM
MEM MEM ME
MMEMME NNW=
MINI= MEM=
10

OailailLaaa-141.4fAsa,
,vrt tM 11-44.

THEY PROBABLY HAD
THEM OUTNUMBERED

Rimen..114,4"vith4/.

7 Revised abbr
8 Successor
to OSS
9 Units of
Siamese
currency
10 Vegetable
11 Caravansary
13 Report
16 Fruit cake
19 Woody plants
21 Floats in air
24 Quarrels
26 Discharged
29 Snares
31 Former Russian
rulers
33 Giggle
35 Runs engine
slowly
36 Sewing
implement
37 Exact
39 Praised
40 Make a solemn
VOW

43 Dropsy
46 Golf mounds
48 Unlock
51 Snare
53 Posed for
portrait
56 Brother of Odin
58 Compass point

W144,T?) NOT41N6
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at Hardin Church and at
7 p.m. at Sinking Spring
Church.
————
Comedian Tom Parks
will present a free performance for the public
at 8 p.m. in Curris
Center Stables, Murray
State University.
————
Murray Country Club
will have its annual
meeting at 7:30 p.m. at
the club house.
————
Board of Directors of
the Murray-Calloway
County Community
Theatre will meet at 7
p.m. at the Century 21
Real Estate Office
Annex.
————
Parent-Teacher Conferences for East, North
and Southwest Calloway
Elementary Schools will
be today.
————
Murray Branch of
AAUW will meet at 7
p.m. in the Community
Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples
Bank.
Annual Quad-State
String Festival will
close with a concert at 7
p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
————
Social Security

ITS A PLEASURE NEVER
TO KNOW WHAT YOU'RE
TALKING ABOUT.!
a

g•:,4
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NAP
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"
77
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4
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IS MISSING
TODAY --
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'71 Ae-1,
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I THINK I'LL TRY A TWO-AND-AHALF NAP ATTACK IN THE PIKE
POSITION WITH A HALF TWIST

arm PA
BOY, 5ARGE IS MA2
AND NOW BEETLE NS
IN THE 2064-IOLJGE!

What is a municipal
bond unit trust? By
definition it is a closed
end portfolio of
municipal bonds which

WHERE IS
BEETLE
NOW?

Tuesday,Oct.9
Representative will be
at Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex from
10 a.m. to noon.
————
Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m, at the lodge
hall.
————
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. at American
Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
Countryside at 10 a.m.
at Western Sizzlin
Restaurant; New Providence at 1 p.m. with
Debbra Puckett; Paris

Tuesday,Oct.9
Road with Mary
Crutchfield.
———
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Health Center.
— — — —'
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's
Club House.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
United Methodist
Church.
————
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will
meet as follows:
Maryleona Frost with
Jane Baker, Alice
Waters at church and

Tuesday,Oct.9
Tuesday, Oct.9
Bessie Tucker Norine Seventh and Poplar
Winter, all at 9:30 a.m.; Church of Christ will
Faith Doran with Ruble meet at 7 p.m.
Smith at 2 p.m.
————
————
Estelle Gray Group of
Baptist Women of First Baptist Church
Sinking Spring Baptist Women will meet at 9
Church will meet at 2 a.m. with Nell Hendon.
p.m. at church.
————
. ————
Rebecca Whitaker
Senior citizens ac- Group of First Baptist
tivities will be at 9:30 Church Women will
a.m. at Dexter Center; meet at 2 p.m. with
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Rubena Dawes.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Ladies Bible Class
will meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
—— —
Singles Class of FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — The Public Service Commission on Friday denied a 3.9 percent
rate increase request by
Continental Telephone
Co., which was seeking
$64 1,524 in annual
revenues.
According to a news
release, the commission
FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 7,1984
disputed Continental's
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
figures on increasing
To find out what the stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
costs the company
COE
the forecast given for your birth sign.
You may begin or end a hobby toexpects.
day. Your inner resolve to make a
ARIES
As a result, the
( Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
average monthly bill of
?Pt relationship work is strengthened
You'll make important decisions to- now. You'll hang in there.
a Continental customer
day about the use of joint assets. SAGITTARIUS
will not rise from the
There seems to be much activity of a ( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
$22.40 current figure.
A fear of being hurt makes it difbehind-the-scenes nature.
The increase would
ficult for you to express the depth of
TAURUS
have meant an average
your feelings today. Financial mat( Apr. 20 to May 20)
01r
111
monthly bill of $23.28.
Anew relationship quickly becomes ters also preoccupy you.
Continental is based
serious. Married couples are able to CAPRICORN
in London and serves all
confront problems realistically. (Dec. 22to Jan. 19)
or part of 21 counties in
Sometimes it's difficult for you to
Social We is busy.
Kentucky.
accept a compliment. Appreciate the
GEMINI
sincerity that is behind the nice words
(May 21 to June 20
Social contacts are very helpful for you hear today.
you careerwise. It is important that AQUARIUS
you don't interpret friendly advice as (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
It is a time when favors are extendcriticism.
ed and paid back. Though this is not
CANCER
exactly your style, help offered
(June 21 to July 22)
You may renew a romantic rela- shouldn't be turned down.
tionship from the past. Matters con- PISCES
iser
cerning the schooling of children are (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)mow
FRANKFORT, Ky.
"Absence makes the heart grow
up for deliberation.
(AP) — Gov. Martha
fonder" may be today's theme in
LEO
Layne Collins on Friday
romance. Something that goes wrong
July 23to Aug.22)
appoint
ed new
You may entertain a colleague from makes you appreciate what is right.
members to the Small
work. Both romance and domestic
Coal Operators Addecisions are highlighted. Some
visory Council.
YOU BORN TODAY have an
receive financial backing.
Serving as ex officio
analytical mentality and are home in
VIRGO
members are Energy
academic realms. Both the arts and
(Aug. 23toSept. 22)
Secretary George
Couples have serious conversations sciences are likely to appeal to you.
E vans, Natural
about their relationship. Some enjoy a You have great inner strength that
Resources Secretary
visit to a museum or a nearby you must learn to express outwardly
Charlotte Baldwin,
for material accomplishment. You're
historical site.
Commerce Secretary
better at managing the affairs of
LIBRA
Carroll Knicely,
others than your own. You have a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Agriculture CommisIt may be love that motivates you to sincere concern for the welfare of
sioner David Boswell
go shopping for a special gift. Today, others. Birth date of: Andy Devine,
and Mines and Minerals
you come up with some log-range actor; R.D. Laing, psychologist; and
June Allyson, actress.
Commissioner Willard
career goals.
Stanley.
FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 8, 1984
Other members include Lewis H. Warrix,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? SCORPIO
Jackson; Paul Corbin,
To find out what the Stars say, read (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
PikevWe; Wendell Elza,
the forecast given for your birth sign.
Disappointment in a child or a
London; Kenny Grant,
romantic companion could make you
ARIES
Dunbar; Douglas
a
denrn
to get along with on the job.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
flPt
Brown, Providence;
Something that's not quite going Exercise self-control.
P aul Combs,
your way could lead to hasty but ill- SAGITTARIUS
Prestonsburg; Dave
advised action on your part. Don't (Nov. 22to Dec. 21)
Green, Madisonville;
A few frustrations could send you
burn bridges quite yet.
Ken Hart, Frankfort;
shopping for a new hat or other salve
TAURUS
Jay Barlow, Harlan;
for your ego. Watch out for foolish ex( Apr. 20 to May 20 I
and Earl M. Williams,
Though there's not much satisfac- penditures.
Harlan.
tion to be gained from social life to- CAPRICORN
Their terms will exday, brooding about it won't make (Dec. 22toJan. 19)
pire July 15, 1988.
If you put your foot in your mouth,
things brighter.
Also appointed Friday
you'll soon regret it. Handle a friendGEMINI
were new members of
ship with consideration. Family also
( May 21 to June 20)
the Flood Control AdWork pressures could make you not could use your support.
visory Council, inthe best of company with friends AQUARIUS
cluding Frank Morris,
tonight. Try not to take your frustra- (Jan. 20to Feb. 18)
Pikeville; Stuart
Your judgment could be off today.
tion out on others.
Brown, Versailles; G.L.
It's neither the time to sign important
CANCER
Simpson, Greenville;
papers nor to make major financial
(June 21 toJuly 22)
George Stiles, HowardYour own inconsistencies could decisions.
stown ; Tom Hensley,
cause problems in relationships. You PISCES
cow
Ewing; Peyton Hoge
can't expect others to be in tune with Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
vow
III, Anchorage; Steve
Advice you receive today could
your every mood.
Cawood, Pineville;
dampen enthusiasm. Hold your own in
LEO
Keith Kelly, Wickliffe;
financial dealings with a friend. Don't
(July 23 to Aug. 221
and Gary L. Graham,
A setback could lead to an be pressured.
Paducah.
YOU BORN TOD4Y have practical
ideological dispute with co-workers.
Reappointed to the
Self-righteousness could be a pro- abilities plus administrative talents.
You'd do well in public service,
flood council were*
blem.
especially in a leadership position. In
Johnson County Judge.
VIRGO
business, you'd make a good adviser.
Executive Frank
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22r
Johnson, Pendleton.
A problem in one area of life with a Banking, law and manufacturing are
partner needn't make you uncom- likely to appeal to you. You're responCounty Judge promising in matters of joint financial sible in the handling of raottey and are
Executive David Prib;
often drawn to the business side Of art.
ble, LiverTrivs- Mayor
interests.
!'tough often involved in
- LIMA Amber Hentoa,
Sept. 23 to Oct, 22r
73
4 humanitarian work,,you do not warm
Salyesaville Mayor Tiln
Don't be gullible about how much up to others quickly. Avoid a tendency
Etostice, Rep. C.M.
you should receive in return for work to be aloof. Birth date of: Rona Bar"Hank" Hancock, Dservices rendered. Keep the peace at rett, columnist; Eddie Rickenbacker,
Frankfort; and Charles
aviator
home tonight.
W. Berger, Pineville.

Tele phone
Co. is denied
rate increase

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake

A

Efe

BONG SONO TERRom9T5 WANT.N
22 KILLERS FrzeGP„,THev WANT 10 MILLION., AND
A pLANie „.

..Cfr 'THEY'LL BLOW UP
THE EME.455y„ THERE
ARE TWO PREsiPENT5
IN

Waal

1at avra

• wrwilas.

TNERE!„

throughout the life of the
trust means you can depend on getting the
same interest rate
consistently.

.0

A

diva,

dog,

the same after tax- Is assembled and held
spendable dollars they until maturity or call by
would need 18.6 percent a trustee. It differs from
on a taxable investment an open end portfolio
to match 8.5 percent which allows the
manager to shift, buy or
tax-exempt. As you see, sell any issue
in the
tax-free return can be of portfolio. The closed end
signiticant value in an feature
of maintaining
investment plan.
the same bonds

(Cont'd from page 4)

Tuesday,Oct.9
ACROSS

couple filing a joint
return with taxable income between $24,600
and $29,900 would be in a
29 percent tax bracket.
To equal a tax free investment of 9.5 percent
they would have to
receive 13.4 percent on a
similar taxable investment. More dramatic is
the couple with a taxaWe income of between
$60,000 and $85,600 who
is in a 49 percent
bracket. To give them

Gov. Collins
appoints new
members
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
THE MURRAY LEDGER

Legal

1

Legal

PUBLIC NOTICE
The 1984 County Property Taxes can be
paid in the Sheriff's Office at the Court
House.
There is a 2% discount if paid by 11-1-84.
Total taxes due if paid by 12-31-84
2% penalty if paid by 1-31-85
10% penalty if paid after 1-31-85
Bring notice with payment whether paying in person or by mail. When paying by
mail please include a self-addressed
stamped envelope for a receipt.

6

Help Wanted

Taking Applications,
Calloway
Gardens
Apartments on Duiguid
Drive. One and two
bedroom,
carpets,
drapes. modern appliances. $185.00 and
$210.00. Equal Housing
Opportunity
Walden Corporation,
7802 Lee Highway,
Suite 3, Chattanooga,
Tenn., 37421. Call Orman Price, 753-7381.

15. Articles for

Sale

BRAND new King wood
stove, $300. Call
759-9739.
1.1RE5LACE Insert for
sale. WW fit 32" wide by
15" deep opening. Call
492-8211.
kELLER gas cook
stove, wooden hamper,
portable B/W T.V. Can
be seen at Fox Meadows
B-14

19 Farm Equipment
1400 POULAN chain
saw, 20" bar. Used I
season. Call 753-0315
after 6:00 .m.
Notice
2 .NoticeN2
10 PEOPLE in ihe E7 HUNDRED Busell
Murray Calloway Co. Grain Bin 4-sale or rent.
area who would like to Call 489-2425.
Jim Suitor & Jerry
loose 10-20 lbs. in 30 ATTENTION Farmers
Henry will be in our days the natural way Used
parts for your
showroom from
and earn money while farm trucks Available
6:30-8:00 Mon., doing it. Call Paducah at Taylor Bus Sales
444-9187 and leave name Hwy 841 S , Murray,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
& phone number for a 753-9251. •
return call with more AUSHERMAN cylinder
PURDOM
Information.
bars. Does much better
MOTORS, INC.
ASSISTANT to magi- job. Twice the wear at
Olds-Pont.-Cad.-Buick
cian. Write Dr. Bloch good prices, some in
•
the magician 920 East stock others In 3 days.
6th St., New York, NY. Vinson Tractor Co. Call
10009.
753-4892.
FANTASTIC new op- DISC blades. -heavy
portunity. Earn more gauge all sizes. Bargain
LP Gas Tanks
with Care Cards, Sell on prices. 3 point seeders.
250 Gal. $250
sight to businesses, fund Vincent Tractor Co.
$450
500
Gal.
raisers. Full, part-time. Call 753-4892.
We
grew
them
Men, women. No ex- NEW & used tires. Field
Gas 69.• Gal.
ourselves. Big beautiful
perience. Career service. 40 years conhardy Garden "Mums"
potential. Mapakam, tinuous tire service.
$3.95 each.
Inc., 5119 So. Campbell, Vincent Tractor Co.
Hoffman's Nursery
7
1;
frri?;
ntfield, MO 65807.
Call 753-4892.
Hwy 94 East
or women. tl= MED small skid steer
Rt. 1 Pirates Cove
759-4512
expansion
program,
loader. Good condition.
Hardin, Kentucky
need 8 men or women Great for firing
Collect
Call
Immediately.
Excellent
tobacco, $1950. Call
ALTO glass, plate
opportunity for man- 642-1242.
(502)354-8011
glass, window glass,
agement.
Call
442-8269
plexiglass and insulated
fpr interviews between 20. Sports Equipment
glass installed Plus, LOVE
wicker. Have 9a.m.- .m.
storm windows, storm your own
s anrickshaw MONE . Are you a MURRAY
doors and patio door Import
party and earn salesperson desirous of nual fall gun show
glass replaced Glass cash credit
for your own record earnings. Elec- October 8 • 7 ,
table tops and mirrors wicker
shopping spree. trolux is having a 9a.m.-5p.m., 500 plus
cut to size and shape
feet of table space,
Call 753-9970.
fantastic price reducM&G Complete Glass,
guns, knives, military &
tion. designed for a fast
•Dixieland Center phone
related items. Calloway
closer. For a piece of
753-0180.
County Middle School,
the action call 443-6469.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
College Farm Rd.
Sure-Flame
LONG TERM LEASE
Call
2 2 . Musical
Outside Wend
ASK GENE
753-Ba58.
Burning furnace.
classical
AT
NEED extra cash! guitar with case.
3
OZARK LOG HOMES
DWAIN TAYLOR
Earn super money,
months old. Call 762have
fun,
make
new
1 2 1 Bypass
CHEVROLET
6461 after 4p.m.
friends. Demonstrate
753-2617
Toys and Gifts till 24. Miscellaneous
Thanksgiving. Samples
are FREE. We train. AIGNER full length
NEED A LOGO?
Phone 653-4705, after leather coat. Cost $350,
A now design for your business
Bouquets,
Balloon
will sell for $150. Like
9.m. 753-3893.
card, store. stationary. •to InFruit
Gorilla-Grams,
PART-time help wanted new. Size 16. Call 753dividualized drawings done al a
Baskets & Cakes. Free
in local retail store. 3271.
reasonable rate
processor, $10. 2
Delivery. VISA & M.G.
Call 759-9567 Send resume to P.O.
small' diamond rings,
Box 1040 G.
753-9280
after 4 p.m.
PROCESS MAIL! 675.06 $25 ea. Leather blazer
per hundred! No ex- size 7, $40. Grey corperience. Part or full duroy sports Jacket size
time. Start im- 5, $10. Call 753-1392.
mediately. Details-send
sale, rabbit fur
self-addressed stamped coat, calf length, fits
envelope
to
CRI-N41,
misses size 11-14, made
Remodeled CounBox 9014, Stuart, FL. by Orachard Tree. Like
try Home. Easy 12
33495.
new. Call 759-9926.
Mile Drive from
FREE, large corrugated cartons. Exwith
Murray
BALES/SALES
cellent Insolation for
Barns, Pastures, 5 Lost and Found
outbuilding. Each carMANAGIKENT
ton 10 to 13 lbs in
Woodlots and SMALL female, red, High potential sales postweight. Can be picked
Uon representing a fastpart Oocher Spaniel &
Stream. 5 or 76 part
up at 207 S. 7th Mondaygrowing division of a NYSE
squirrel dog last
Industrial
products
Friday 8a.m.-4p.m.
Acres.
seen in Cherry Corner
manufacturer
GREETING cards of all
area. Offering reward
Call 474-8029
We
up-and-coming
want
an
kinds, including large
Call 759-9628.
individual who can envision
selection of Christmas
Balsa ILSZISIIIII1011t rarepon
cards. I also have a 3
sibility as•future career
drawer chest of
objective,
New 5 hp air compressor, 60 gal.
drawers. See Gerald
Local territory no retool'
tanks, $575. End dash car radio
tion repeat sales full oor
Waldrop 1624 Olive,
ponce benefit package
Murray, Ky. 42071.
AM/FM cassette. $32. 4 Golf
excellent draw -versus
LARGE trailer has dual
commission plan.
carts, $175-$500. 1 used air comaxle & electric brake,
Outatanding opportunity incould haul car. Solid
top-caliber individual to
pressor 71/2 hp, 100 gal. tank,
mesh floor, only $1895.
break through $.30.000 in
annual earnings the let
Call 753 - 8078
needs repairs, 3 phase, $650.
year
9a.m.-6p.m. Mon.-Sat.
1981 Pontiac Bonneville, 2 door,
To arrange• local interOAK firewood t30 a
view
rick, delivered. Call
diesel, loaded, 47,000 miles, new
Send resume to
759-1292 after 4:30p.m.
tires, like new, $4300. Lots of
Bob McDaniel
POOL tables, slate only,
NCH Corporation
new, used & antique.
other items. Can see at:
1001 Craig Rd, Suite 3011
St. Louis, MO 0.3116
CuStom oak gun
ISSI /ICH Corporation
cabinets. Milan Pool
[01 F
Table Sales 901-686-1177.
Hwy 1824 7 miles North of Murray
POULAN chain saws,
oregon saw chains, 10%
or Call 753-2720 & 753-3494
off. Files, mixing oil,
after 5:30 p.m.
bar lube, 13.79 gal. Log
splitters, hydraulic and
screw type. Splitting
9. Situation Wanted
mauls and wedges.
12 YEAR old mother of Year end sale on Gilson
two wants to babysit lawn & garden equipbabies & toddlers. 4 yrs. ment. Hazel lawn &
experience. Has re- garden center, 311 Main
ferences. Call 759-1692.
St. Hazel, Ky. Call
EXPERIENCED 492-8147. We sell -we
daycare worker will do trade-we service.
babysitting for working SALE on dollhouses etc.
mothers from 6:30a.m
during Oct. at the
until 5:30p.m. Call 436- miniature shop, Reid
5420 or 759-1489 after land Said Rd. 898-2962.
SEASONED hickory,
WIlL care for elderly oak, mixed hardwoods,
or home bound in their $30/rick
home. Excellent re- Min. oreder-2 ricks. Call
ferences, 4 years ex- John Boyer at
753-0338.
perience. Call 759-4680.
SOLID Railroad Ties, IS
and up. 753-2905 or 43514. Want to Buy
4343 or 435-4319.
WINTER coat for sale,
753-1725.
3 womens, 2 mens, 4
boys. Good condition,
15. Articles for Sale
priced reasonable. Call
489-2688.

Happy
Birthday
Daddy

Love,
James Kent
and Jason.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale
1980 LIBERTY, 14x52, 2
bedroom, furnished,
washer and dryer, under painting. AC, central gas heat. 753-8825
or 753-4443.
28. Mobile

Homes for Rent

2 OR 3 BR, furnished,
AC/natural gas. Shady
Oaks 753-5209.
DELUXE trailer, 1
baths, 2 BR, all appliances including
washer & dryer, $250
per month, $150 security
deposit. Call 753-4143
before 6p.m. 753-3838
after 6 .m.
NICE
BR trailer for
rent near Murray, no
pets
mrc
cali_4892611
trailer"Hardin. Call 437-4569.
TRATELP17/or rent. See
Brandon Dill, Dills
Trailer Ct.
29. Heating and Cooling
WOOD heater. Call
435-4121 after 6:00 p.m.
30. Business

Rentals

Public Sales

YARD SALE
All Day
Sat. & Sun.
No sales before
9 a.m.
1013 Payne St.
Quality furniture &
appliances, antiques,
clothes, odds &
ends. Something for

everyone

YARD SALE
Friday
7 am-5:30 pm
Saturday
7 am-5 pm
1109 Circarama
Boys clothing size 6
slim, excellent condition, prints, furniture, antiques,
clothing, collectibles,
toys, baby bed.

FOR SALE

Lake Region
LP. Gas

nrs-stzsirrit
and ni g hts.

rtANCISCAN

WE TAKE THE CAKE

rooD

FOR SALE
OR LEASE

roR

Thweatfs-Service Station

NCH

OORFORATiON

Make
Smokey's
Wish
ComeTrue

usin5-137177=211

Office Furniture

26 .

TV -Radio
sale, Quasar MR

Partial List: Wood GNPponds's deek, Credenza
and phone stand. Very
large selection of metal
desk, chairs, files,
tables, bookcases,
folding tables, excellent
quality and conclitkxt.

FOR
recorder. Excellent
condition, $500. Also,
small AM/FM 8-track
stereo, $35. Must sell.
Call 753-0834

CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE

1405 2 BEDROOM. I
bath, Redmon mobile
home. Call 753-6420.

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-1492
OFFICE with
warehouse. 1400-A
Hillwood Dr. Call 4928765.
OR sale, 5 car shop 1
mile south of Murray.
Call 759-4845.
STORAGE space for
rent downtown. Approximately 1,000 sq. ft.
Call 753-8608.
32. Apts for Rent
1 BEDROOM duplex,
209 S. lith St., $170. 1 BR
Br 2 BR rentals, 1628
Mllier, $110 & $160, near
campus. Call 753-3415.
1 BEDROOM, unfurnished apartment.
No pets. Adults only.
Lease & deposit. Call
753-9208 after 4 m.
1 or 2 BEDROOM apt.
near downtown Murray.
Adults only. Call 7534109, 762--6650, 436-2844.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts.. Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
33

Rooms for

Rent

SLEEPING rooms, excellent location. Utilities
included. Call 753-5561.
SLEEPING rooms $76
per month, 1610 Farmer
Ave. Call 759-4952 between 4p.m.-10p.m.
34. Houses for

Rent

MODERN, five-room
house near Murray on
shaded lot. Married
couple. References.
Deposit. No pets.
$175/month. Call 7537551.
NICE two bedroom
brick, unfurnished, 8
mi. SE of Murray.
Reduced rent for
married couple with no
children or pets. Ref. &
deposit. Call 492-8594,
OLDER two bedroom,
unfurnished. 8 mi. SE of
Murray, fixed for wood
stove, married couples.
Ref. & deposit, available last of Oct. Call
492-8594.
SMALL house, close in
Suitable for couple or
single. Nice. Call 4928722.
SUPER nice, furnished.
A -frame. waterfront
Ky. Lake. Also, 3 room
apartment. City water
furnished. Coleman
Realty 753-9898.

37. Livestock-Supplies
FOR sale, registered
AQHA Palomino mare
Call 753-0834.
TWO Grey -Dappled
Ponies. Mare and 1 year
old colt, $225 or best
offer. Call 753-8848
before 9p.m.
38. Pets-Supplies
Birds, Hamsters,
Tropical Fish &

Aug.
Supplies.
Specials In Store
PET PEN
1101 Story Ave.
759-1322
1 BEAGLE hunting
dogs, male & female,
$20 ea. Must sell. Free
six month puppy. Call
753-1392
1 SIAMESE kittens 1
male, 1 female. 8 weeks
old. Call 753-8723.
1 BEAGLE dogs, 2 are
18 months old. Good
hunters. Call 436-2260.
AKC Basset Hound
Puppies, 6 weeks old,
Buchanan. Tn 901-8449108.
AKC Cocker Siianiel
puppies. Call 489-2241

1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302
LARGE

A Ihrbhr SOVIff

41

TI115 \rwspepe & Thr idtivrio:es Courted

fireplace inOut. Call 437-4589.
RP Copiers, new and
used, plain paper coping
machines starting as low
as $1.375. Sales, Rental
and Leasing available
Call for free demonstration. 502-382-4088 or 502354-8187

I WALLIS DRUG 1
*PRESCRIPTIONS •FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Pre. Delivery on Prescriptions In City Limits

20 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Tues. Oct. 9th &
Wed. Oct. 10th
7 a.m.-7
From Mayfield take
Hwy. 80 last 2 miles.
Turn left at Hwy. 131.
5 miles.
Antiques,
furniture,
bicycles, tools, glessware,
toys, children & adult
clothes, lots of misc

YARD SALE
Sat. Oct. 6th
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
121 N. to Stella
/
1 4 mile past the
store. Mail box
No. 404 on the
left.
Dolls, golf bag, tools
& misc. No junk.

YARD
SALE
Saturday
8 am.-?
1306
Story Ave.
bottles,
Avon
clothes, records,
odds & ends.

46

TIMES

Homes for Sale

FOR SALE
BY OWNER:
Country setting,
immaculate house
and 21 acres. Property is fenced,
with pole barn and
adequate outside
storage. Large
work shop with
electrical
and
water
hookup.
Property is in excellent
neighborhood.
Serious inquires
only
502-474-2755,
after 5:00 PM.
•

BR house, newly
decorated inside and
out, carpeted. Near
hospital, grocery and
schools. 403 South 10th.
By owner, $19,500. Call
759-4820.
1 BEDROOM house on a
large lot. Living room,
dinning room, kitchen
and utility room, carport, and 2 storage
buildings. $22,500. Call
492-8492.
•
special! Don't
miss out! Older 3 bedroom house with economical gas heat.
Located on a quiet
street yet easily accessible to Sycamore.
Owner has reduced this
house to $26,500, as one
of the last good buys of
the season. Don't waste
another minute. Call
Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 7531492 and talk to Pam
NICE- 3 BR home, IA
lots, 300 yards from Ky.
Lake. Possession in 30
days. By owner. Call
438-2216.

rALL

FOR
SALE
16 Acre Farm
on Lynn Grove
Highway, Corn
base with barn
and
outbuilding.
Beautiful large
building lot.
Price reduced.
Owner financing available.
Call 753-7791
after 4 PM.
49.Used Cars

1964 FALCON wagon.
Good condition, $450.
43.Real Estate
Call 753-2533 after 5p.m.
1975 FORD Granada,
STROUT
P.B., P.S., AM/Fm
REALTY
radio. Good condition.
Call 753-6291.
Lou Ann Phapot 753-6843
1976 CUTLASS
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Supreme, p.s., p.b., red,
Joe L. Kennon 436-5676
white interior. Selling
1912 Coldwater Road
because owner wants
Murray, Kentucky 42071
smaller car. Call 435I502) 753-0196
4354 after 6 .m.
Anytime
1978
, local, one
JOE L. KENNON
owner, low mllage car
Broker
Call 436-2427.
Licensed 8 Bonded
1978 VOLKSWAGON.
New motor, new paint,
$1,900 firm price. Call
753-0195.
4 4 . Lots for Sale
1977 CAMARO. Call
7 1/2 acres, tobacco
753-0873 after 5: .m.
barn, stock barn with
shop, set up for trailer. 1977 MONTE Carlo.
well. 3 1/2 miles north Fully equipped. Priced
of Coldwater, $15,000. to sell at $1200. Call
759-4515 5a.m.-9p.m.
Call 489-2546.
only.
TDEAL commercial lof
& building in good 197 CHEVROLET 305
location. Lot is 210x335 Impala wagon. Good
& building has 4500 sq. gas milage, power &
ft. with lots of parking air, good tires,
space. A good invest- AM/FM stereo. Silver
ment for the right grey, $1950. 1975 Ford
person with the right Elite. Good old car, $7150
Ideas! For more in- Or best offer. See Hugh
formation call Mary at K-5 South Side
Jane at Century 21 Manor
Loretta Jobs Realtors 1978 OLDS, 98 Regency, 2
door one family vehicle,
753-1492.
LOT 4-sale or rent. Cad loaded, good condition.
Priced to sell. Call 753753-8425.
7123 or 753-3415.
45. Farms for Sale
2 NICE cars for sale.
Supreme &
MINI farm, 10 ACRES, 1978 Cutlass
Call
fenced, large stock 1979 Ford T-Bird
barn, 2 story block 437-4808 in Hardin
building. New septic
tank, for trailer hookPontiac,
1982
up, 6 miles from lake off
Firebird Trans AM,
94 E. Call 759-4754.
Looks and runs
10 ACRE farm, with
small house, several out
great. New Motor.
buildings, good tobacco
Phone
$8,900
barn and base. Located
54-801
1
1-3
on Green Plaine Rd.
Call 753-3602.

Plowmen
OD.icArk
STEFAECI
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open TI) 6
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
•
SNver
Gold
Closed
Closed
7.60
Yesterday
Yesterday 347.00
OPensd
'
3Pened
7.40
344410'-- 'redly
Today
Down
&00
Down
."1

, CUS10,
.1
GOLD 6. sit VFW
JEWELERS
•
litmt s

01.V.,PIC Pt AZA

1 .•
In II Doti,

%..

• ''''!'*;"'
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49

Used Cars

1979 BUICK LeSabre
Limited, all power,
cruise, new tires, cloth
seats. Excellent condiUon, 81,000 miles. $4400
firm. 197'7 Lincoln 2-dr
Town Coupe, all power.
cruise, cloth seats, new
tires. 70,000 miles. Excellent condition, $3800
Call 753-8452.
1979 FORD Ranger. 4
wheel drtve, loaded,
rear sliding window.
rails, V8 400, short
wheel base. $4250 Call
759-4663.
1980 FORD Van
Customized, low mileage, standard shift with
over drive, $5,300. Call
753-0195,
1982 MERCEDES Benz,
300P, Turbo deisel.
Owner bought new.
Excellent condition.
Business, Paducah 4883491, home Mayfield
623-8068.

FOR SALE
1971 Olds, Murray
Car. Good Shape,
70,000
Actual
Miles. $500. Call
763-2687 after 3
p.m.

53

Serv.ces Offered

TLC
We

clean
everything with
TENDER, LOVIN

CARE
Carpets DRY
cleaned. New
machine, only
one in this area.
759-9754
759-1834
GENERAL HOWE.
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free eslimates. Days 753-6973,
nights 474-2276
NERAL house
cleaning. carpet cleaning, floor stripping.
Experienced & dependable. References
Call after 4p.m & on
weekends 759-4804.
Alaralnum end Vinyl
siding and Aisessinunt
trim for all houses. It
stops pain/hog.

Jock Glover
753-1873

50 . Used

Trucks
1971 FOND Window JOE (Bonney) McKinVan. 6 cylinder, 3- ney Appliance Service.
speed, good body, All makes and models.
$1,000. Call 436-5510.
( Authorized Service on
1972 CHEVROLET Montgomery Ward ApCheyenne. Automatic, pliances
Located at
PS, PB. air. Nice. Call George Hodge and Son
753-8124.
Used Furniture Store
1977, 154 FORD Ranger, 753-8505 or 492-8704
30,000 miles. 1980 Honda
3 wheeler. 1983 Yamaha
3 wheeler. 1983 Yamaha
motorcycle
1978
Free
Kawaski motorcycle.
Gasoline generator.
Estimates
Call 436-2216.

ROOFING

753-5459 or
753-8072

5 I . Campers

ioia

APACFIr
down
camper sleeps 8, $2500
firm. Call before 2p.m
753-0251.
FOR .sale: 1974 Terry
5th wheel camper, 31 ft
long, fully selfcontained with awnings
on all the windows, and
large awning over door
Call 527-1964
52

Boats -Motors

1977 VINTURE 18 ft. ski
& bass boat, 188 h.p..
inboard/outboard. Has
very few hours. $5000.
Call 502-328-8137.

Jit5RN Lane -back hoe
service and septic tank
pumping. Reasonable
rate. Call 753 8669
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
Your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753 5827
Satisfied references_
PAINTING, inside or
out. 8 years experience
By contract or hour
Call 489-2715 after
6:00p.m.
Aluminum Service Co.
Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Call Will Ed Bailey,
7$3-0489.

53. Services Offered

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For all your
out building needs
759-1099
Corner of Industrial Rd

ROOFING,

Plumbing,
Siding, Additions,
Painting, General Carpentry. P.A. Molony Co
753 86 28
F r
e
Estimates.
SEASONED cia , k
firewood. Custom split
ting, also tree trim
.
ming. Call 753-5476.

APPLIANCE REPAIR:
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service on gas
and electric ranges.
microwaves, dish washers, refrigerators, etc. Earl
Lovett, 354-8956 or 753Irrigation Residential
5341.
CAMPBELL WELL
APPLIANCE SERDRILLING
VICE. Kenmore,
McKenzie In
Westinghouse.
Call Collect
Whirlpool. 21 years
9o13523671 Of
experience. Parts and
901-352-5704
service. Bobby Hopper,
Free Estimates
Bob's Appliance Service, 202 S. 5th St. SEWING Machine Re
753-4872, 753-8886 pair. All makes and
(home).
models Industrial.,
home and commercial
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella, Ky.
WET BASEMENT? We
24 hr. Service
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con.
DAVE'S Cleaning struction Co. Rt. 2, Bo4
(formerly Jeff's Carpet 409A, Paducah, Ky,
Cleaning), Windows 42001 or call 1 442 7026. and carpets. Residential and Commerical. Free Estimates, Phone 436-2845.
CHIMNEY SWEEPS
Call between 9 a.m. & 10
Cod •••• r-••••
.m.
Cluellty Work -Good Pfloof
DO you have dead or
CLEANING
unwanted trees that
-moo .1....O1s
.offinfn, CAIIIM
need cutting or trees
ialt
that need topping? Will
Orrerro* Swore
also do other clean-up
753-3445/
work such as cutting
shrubbery or clean-up
grown up areas. Free
estimates Call 437-4607.
WILL haul white rock:,
sand, lime, rip rap andmasonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand.:
Call Roger Hudson,.
753-4545 or 753-6763.
WILL repair and refinish Fiberglass boats.
Call 436-2292.

Stubblefield
Electric
759-4899

ROOFING!

15 Years
Experience
References
Free Estimates

It s not too coon
your
to
have
Christma. portrait,
.
!haver-1i
CARTER STUDIO
too msnv 11,3 8298

436-2999

ClJS I OM KI I CHt N CABINETS
/4, COS TAW VV(wHIVV()FIKING

804./0 W000 CAIRMIFTS a

el

RAISEU PO,NEL DOORS el-,
Wel
,• Oak • Walnut • Chewy w J
OUNCASES • MANTLES • SOOKCASES
KITCHEN CAIIINIFT TOPS • VANITIES
• 6
4
CUSTOM WALT KUIENITURIE & PURIPSITURE RIEMINIMMAKI
tie
Seep esa feeder

g••••••••• •
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Boyd Countians ignoring ordinance requiring permit to build

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Nance Rites to be
held for
dies in
Fairfax, Va. J. Cochran
Mrs. Virginia Cayce
Nance died Thursday at
11 a.m. at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. John
Jordan of Fairfax, Va.
She was 85 years of
age and a member of
the First Baptist
Church, Hopkinsville.
he was a former resident of Murray.
Mrs. Nance is survived by her husband, Tom
Nance, Zimmerman
apartments, Murray;
her daughter and son-in
law, Dr. and Mrs. John
Hunt Jordan; one
brother, James Roy
Cayce, Hopkinsville;
two sisters-in-law, Mrs.
John A. Nance, Murray,
and Mrs. Edward S.
Nance, Chicago, Ill., a
brother-in-law and
sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. John (Sally)
Livesay, Murray.
The funeral will be
Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Leon Penick will
officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist
and soloist.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call
from 2 to 6 p.m. on Sunday at the funeral home.

Alcohol
consumption
on the rise
LONDON (AP) Alcohol consumption
has increased sharply in
Britain in the past two
decades, a consumeraffairs magazine says.
In a survey published,
Which? magazine said
consumption of wine has
risen by 240 percent
since 1962, liquor 95 percent, and beer 22
percent.
The magazine said it
is estimated that alcohol
abuse in England and
Wales costs $1.25 billion
a year, taking into account the burden on
health services, police
and prisons, loss of industrial output and road
accidents.
It said there are at
least 750,000 alcoholics
or people with serious
drinking problems in
Britain, which has a
population of 56 million.

James Stephens
)Steve) Cochran, 35,
Arlington, Texas, died
Thursday after having
been injured in a traffic
accident at Fort Worth,
Texas.
Born July 11, 1949, in
Calloway County, he
was a car salesman in
Arlington.
He is survived by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Dunaway, Rt. 1,
Farmington; one son,
Jason Stephens
Cochran, Arlington; two
sisters, Mrs. Ronnie
(Kathy) Beane, Rt. 1,
Farmington, and Mrs.
Gordon (Linda Rebecca) Cavitt, Mayfield;
three brothers, Joe
Dunaway, Wingo, Tim
Dunaway, Rt. 2, Farmington, and Jack
Cochran, DeSoto,
Texas.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of
the funeral and burial
arrangements.

Counselors
to make trip
to Finland
MOREHEAD, Ky.(AP)
- Dr. Bill Weikel, a
Morehead State University education professor, will lead a
delegation of 30 mental
health counselors on a
trip to the Soviet Union,
China and Finland May
24-June 9.
Weikel, past president
of the American Mental
Health Counselors
Association, said the
participants will examine foreign mental
health systems, meet
with their counterparts
and attend meetings
and seminars.
Most of the 30 openings have already been
filled, but qualified
counselors may still
submit resumes for consideration, Weikel said.
The trip is sponsored
by People-to-People International, headquartered in Kansas City, Mo.

CATLETTSBURG,
Ky.(AP) - Boyd Countians apparently are ignoring a four-year-old
ordinance requiring a
permit for construction,
additions or excavations
in flood-prone areas, according to County
Judge-Executive Paul
Purvis.
The county has not
issued a single permit
since the ordinance was
enacted in 1980, Purvis
said, and a recent spot
check showed that at
least one resident was
building a barn addition
in the floodplain.
The floodplain
management ordinance, specifying
elevations and other
standards for construction in flood areas, was
intended to comply with
Federal Emergency
Management Agency
requirements, and not

enforcing it could coat
the county federal
grants, loans and
disaster assistance,
Purvis said.
"It looks bad when no
permits have been
Issued," he told Wednesday's fiscal court
meeting."A community
that chooses not to participate after FEMA has
identified the community as being a flood
hazard and a flood risk
map has been provided
to it is subject to
ramifications."
-We are not trying to
tell residents what to do
on their own property,"
he said. "We are trying
to protect Boyd County
residents as a whole to
keep the flood insurance
program in Boyd County ,.. and if a disaster
should occur, then we
could get federal help."
Purvis said the flood-

risk map is available in
hiAffice and "anyone is
welcome to come in and

than it is to suffer great
damages later if a flood
should occur."

plan their construction.
It's a lot easier to come
in and look at the map

London Moose Lodge pays tribute to their deliverer
left the bag containing driving north on U.S. 25
the dues - $1,243 in cash Monday when he spotand $315 in checks - on ted the bag on the side of
the roof of his car Mon- the road, stopped and
day on his way to the picked it up. When he
bank to deposit the saw the cash and the
lodge receipt book, he
money.
called police and turned
Williams, a 14-year it in.
"We couldn't believe
employ e e o f the
S e aboard Syst e m it,". said Benge's wife.
Railroad, said he was "We definitely think he

LONDON, Ky. (AP)
- The London Moose
Lodge is preparing a
tribute, possibly ineluding a reward, for
James Williams, a
railroad engineer from
Corbin who saved the
lodge's membership
dues for the year.
Murrell Benge, lodge
secretary, apparently

should be recognized."
Williams was modest
about the incident, offering a simple reason
for turning the bag in.
"It didn't belong to
me," he said. "I've
never found anything
like that before, and if I
found it again, I'd do the
saina_thing."

Sun Lovers
Salon
"The Ultimate
In Suntanning"

Monday thru
-Saturday
Call Today For
Appointment!
759-9671

Auto Workers to vote
Sunday on new proposal
BOWLING GREEN,
Ky.(AP) - About 1,200
United Auto Workers at
the General Motors
Corp. Corvette plant
will vote Sunday on a
new national contract
proposal that ended a
week-long strike last
month.
John Kelly, recording
secretary for UAW
Local 2164, said Friday
that it was uncertain
whether members
would approve the pact.
"It's up in the air," he
said. "There's a lot of
mixed emotions."
Meanwhile,
negotiators for the union
and the plant continued
talks aimed at reaching
agreement on local
bargaining issues.
Kelly said no union officials familiar with the
status of the talks were
available for comment.
The plant's personnel
director, Gene Sullivan,
was away from his office Friday and no one
else there could corn-

look at it. Permits are
available and we urge
all people to carefully

4;1(

1979 Chevy Nova t
_1
74 Door, Automatic, Power Steering,r
L_
T,Power Brakes, Air, Low Mileage,W
111
,Sharp
"

Sun Lovers Salon
Special Rates for
the Month of October

ment on the talks, a
secretary said.
The plant was among
15 GM production
facilities struck by the
union to pressure the
company into a contract
settlement reached
Sept. 21 after a sevenday walkout.

t,

*3977
DWAIN TAYLOR ir

5 Sessions $20.00
10 Sessions $40.00
15 Sessions $55.00
Call For Appointment 759-9671
Southside Shopping Center

Open Deily 9-9; Sunday 124

Save 33%- Our 297

Sale Starts Sun., Oct. 7; Sale Ends Tues., Oct.9

io

41=1 Mr"111117 0The Saving Place •

CASSITTE
".7APIS

1.97
Pkg.Of 3

1121111;1!

Tapes For
Recording

Regular Prices May
Vary At Some Stores
Due To Local
Competition

3, 90-min. high-performance cassettes
for audio recording

FCC Appoyea
Warranty
Conso

,t, Corett

SONY

NM

1-yea, L

ea

O•pcio Arca:Ids P.m

neon. us.cem fees. spnO,

To, us. vett, CI.Oulto cv 10.40.
.
PM SOMCOS
of.010
,
41 ...SWOP Ogndinp ,fro
SO w01,,
OuCh .0nO sOrrICOs Odi
Oas 01100,01.0 100,9 closk),•

vs ono

ft.AE MORE X

=eit=torAttsl-t
PRO

4=

MINISERIES

MEMOREX

Available
In White,
!Almond Or;;
Brown

120 ,St

te'etttzat.
92500

MEMOREX
01 next Se
ertce
less Factory
Rebate
YOU
,Net Cost

After Rebate

6.97
-1.00

6.97

5.97

R•ii.s.

Less Factor,
Rebate

With mechanical bell
ringers, modular wall
Connectors and ringer
on/off control.
24 97'

Your Net Cost
Alter Rebate
Rebates lenttea to mtr s stpulatar,

Beta Or VHS Tapes

Quality cassette with 1Y2-,
3-, 4V2-hr. recording time.

Conair Pulse
Desk Style Phone

22.97
-5.00
17.97

K mott •
Sole ProCe

Our
8.97
Ea.

Beta Video Tapes

Winterize Your Home
NOW!
..„
YOU i".
mt.\
,. .,. ,.,.
.
1
Stove
Pipes
4.te
46c
A
•
ot
Fillings

A't'!EtItO

Save 12

3-, 411,-hr. Beta tape; 2-,
4-, 6-hr. VHS cassette.

True-tone Desk Phone

,

'Less $5 MIt s Rebate
Pace After Rebate 19 97

Rebate erretea 10 TIT s stexeotlon

Celebrates Eureka 's 75th Anniversary With Special
Savings On Vacuum Cleaners During Our 1 Week Sale

illP111...1"111r11 41=11

_

II

Your Choke

Your
fleet
Cost
7Eoch
WOKS SUMAS LAST 1

....::7
... ,
•

&

&
12ipe
Heat Tape
Now on Sale
Iv

(%;94'.)
Silicone Rubber Sealer

,k......v

A88

•

3BAr,s

545'
2711
11111 I 1 1 ITITIT1761

N
.

As
ADvarsiD

NW
WNW SYMMS LAST/

1
/IF

NATIONAL

Ace 2-Plece
Propene Torch Kit

Our 82.44 -Save 12.69 Our 87.97- Save 8.22

69.75

1 !

(:241319

Upright Vacuum
Vacuum Cleaner
1-HP Canister Vac
Dial-A-Nap' adjusts, With 4.0-amp motor,'
7-pc. tool set with
.0-amp motor.
6-pc. tool set.
Tool-Pak' storage.
• Mao motor output

-

79.75

Our 2.47 Ea - Save 39%

2.:3

Mighty Mite'Vac
Eureka' Vacuum Bags
Compact vac with 7 Pkg. of 3 disposable
tools. 2.0-PHP• motor. bags in size choice.

[rxe:OSP_

Corona
Allt

Our 99
99.88 - Save 30.13 Our 122.96 - Save 33.21

-

MU May vary

Limit 2 Pkgs

22,600 B.T.U.

Limit 2

.q* 44-4

wt

Chimney Brush $9995
& Handles
_
$10 will
Now In Stock
-

hold your
layaway

-

-OP
'

;

•fr!

Free Siphon Pump

We've Got! Stove Repairs, Stove Tiea,..,
ment, Stove Cement, Furnace Cem'efft,
Door Gasket Rope, Kerosene Wicks for
all kinds, Hurry!
.

Our 784 Pr., Misses Queen- ,
size Knee-hi's, 9.14, 2 Prs. BBC
Queen-size Ponty Hose, 1.27
C Our
1.68
Panti-all' Hosiery
Nylon with cotton panel; misses' S/M, MM.

Sale Price

Sole Price
Ea
Flat Paper Plates
Disposable; choice
of 35, 10%" or 45,9W'
Our 6.97 Save 43%

. 3.97

3.33

Sale
Price

94°

990
Ea.

Lawn And Trash Bags
35, 1.5-mil plastic bogs
33-.01 co•• it . Save.

Miss Brock' Spray
9-oz.' hair spray in
= •

4-pack Jergens* Soap
4, 4%-oz* bars soap
t• •• • • •

FILM DEVELOPING SPECIAL
Kodacolore Or Pocar
Color Print Films'
Developed And Printed -

up'012 exp

174 Uplo24eo

29c

Up to 15 exp
247 Up to 36 exp. 47
'Iustre-surloc• itondOra-ssze pnnts from C-A1
PrOC/111 Wets•

Sale Price

4.97
aright ••
Orange
YeartIo52
000cisci•or

Jr. Foote&

Murray Supply Company
208 E. Main

.

ond
pebble :grained.

753-3361
4

